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Among the headlines of the week:

- Chinese Ambassador to the Soviet Union Pan Tzu-li called on M.A. Suslov, Member of the Presidium and Member of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, on June 15 and handed to him a letter dated June 14 from the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party in reply to the letter of March 30 of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U.

The Chinese press published the letter in full under the heading "A Proposal Concerning the General Line of the International Communist Movement."

- Soong Ching Ling, President of the Sino-Soviet Friendship Association, sends a message to N.V. Popova, President of the Union of Soviet Societies of Friendship and Cultural Relations With Foreign Countries, and A.A. Andreyev, President of the Soviet-Chinese Friendship Association, greeting the Soviet people on the successful launching of the spaceships "Vostok-V," and "Vostok-VI" manned by the world's first woman astronaut.

- Korean President Choi Yong Kun and his party visit northeast China. It is announced that the Chinese and Korean Party and government leaders have reached identical views on all questions discussed.

- Commenting on Tito's recent attacks on the Chinese Communist Party, Renmin Ribao published a commentary by Observer entitled "Whom Does the Tito Group Serve?"

- The Chinese press published an article carried in the Albanian paper Zeri I Popullit of June 6 exposing the predatory nature of the Yugoslav revisionists' so-called "economic co-operation" with socialist countries and the Tito clique's attempt to turn Albania into its colony and economic appendage.

- Evidence piles up that the grave situation in Laos is worsening due to stepped-up U.S. intervention.

- Some 50 Indian soldiers crossed the Natu La on the China-Sikkim border and intruded into Chinese territory on June 12.

Korea's President in China

Continuing their goodwill visit to China, Choi Yong Kun, President of the Presidium of the Supreme People's Assembly of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Member of the Political Committee and Vice-Chairman of the Central Committee of the Korean Workers' Party, and his colleagues are now touring the northeast. The past fortnight has been busy, exciting, moving and memorable for guests and hosts alike. China's distinguished Korean guests visited industrial plants, called on a rural people's commune, saw cultural establishments and enjoyed sightseeing on the Great Wall and other places of historical interest in Peking and the port city of Tientsin. They exchanged greetings, views and experiences with workers, peasants, intellectuals and men and women of many professions. They met and recalled together the days of fiery struggles with those who fought shoulder to shoulder with the Korean people against the Japanese invaders in the mountains of northeast China and the U.S. aggressors on the battlefields of Korea, days when the firm, militant friendship of the two peoples was cemented and grew unbreakable. Wherever they went they were accorded a welcome such as could only be given by one brother, by one comrade-in-arms to another.

On June 16, before they left Peking for the northeast, Map Tse-tung, Chairman of the Central Committee of the Chinese Communist Party, met the Korean President and his colleagues and gave a banquet in their honour. They had a most cordial talk. This visit has already contributed much to developing the great friendship of the Chinese and Korean Parties and peoples. The Korean statesmen have held talks with Chinese leaders and it has been announced that their stands and views on all questions discussed are completely identical.
Chairman Mao Tse-tung greets President Choi Yong Kun

"Your visit," said Chairman Liu Shao-chi to his Korean guests at the Peking airport upon their departure for the northeast on June 17, "has not only made closer the already very close friendship between the Chinese and Korean Parties, the two Governments and the two peoples, but made positive contributions to upholding and strengthening the unity of the socialist camp and the international communist movement."

The militant solidarity of the Chinese and Korean peoples was fully reflected in the speeches made by President Choi Yong Kun and Chairman Liu Shao-chi at the banquet given by the former on June 15 in honour of the Chinese Party and government leaders.

Choi Yong Kun told those present at the banquet, an occasion warmed by the spirit of revolutionary comradeship, that through the struggles to build socialism, oppose imperialism and revisionism, the friendship and unity between the Korean and Chinese Parties and peoples had further developed and become more consolidated than ever.

Praising the achievements of the Chinese people in socialist revolution and socialist construction, he declared, "China today is a country daring to wage the revolution and daring to carry on the struggles, a country daring to go forward and win victories."

Chairman Liu Shao-chi paid tribute to the resolute will of the Korean people in opposing U.S. imperialist aggression, striving for the peaceful reunification of their fatherland, and taking up a forthright position in the struggle to combat modern revisionism and defend Marxism-Leninism.

Speaking of the talks held between the leading members of the two Parties and Governments, Chairman Liu declared that "both our Parties and countries are determined to carry to completion the cause of socialist revolution and socialist construction, the cause of opposing imperialism and supporting all the oppressed nations and peoples striving for liberation, and the cause of opposing modern revisionism and safeguarding Marxism-Leninism."

Dealing with the international situation, Chairman Liu Shao-chi said, "History has proved and will continue to prove that the aggressive nature of imperialism will never change. U.S. imperialism is the main force of aggression and war in the world. What calls for particular attention at the present moment is the fact that the Kennedy Administration is now with a great fanfare pursuing its so-called 'strategy of peace' to cover up its armaments drive and war preparations and its activities of aggression and expansion and to paralyse the people of the socialist countries and the revolutionary people of the whole world. Therefore, now more than ever, it is urgently necessary for the peoples to maintain a sharp lookout and never entertain any unrealistic illusions about imperialism; it is urgently necessary that U.S. imperialism be exposed and not prettified. As Comrade Choi Yong Kun has pointed out, we must continuously heighten the revolutionary vigilance of the masses so that they will rise in valiant struggles against imperialism; we must oppose the opportunist line of talking volubly about peace while giving up the anti-imperialist and revolutionary struggles."

Chairman Liu pledged that "together with the Korean people, the people of the other socialist countries and all the peace-loving people of the world, the Chinese people will go on opposing the policies of aggression and war of the Imperialist bloc headed by the United States, so as to prevent a new world war and defend world peace."

Fortified with a common purpose and an unyielding determination the Chinese and Korean peoples are confident that their revolutionary cause will be victorious. President Choi Yong Kun was speaking for the two peoples when, on June 17, he said: "The forces of the world revolution will triumph over the forces of reaction. Marxism-Leninism will overcome all opportunism and revisionism and shine in still greater glory!"

China-Pakistan Joint Boundary Demarcation Commission

The China-Pakistan Joint Boundary Demarcation Commission held its first session in Peking from May 31 to June 11 in a friendly and cordial atmosphere. With a spirit of fairness and reasonableness reigning, the two sides soon reached agreement on the specific tasks of the commission; procedures and methods of work; rules concerning joint control of the aerial photographing of the border and the organization and dispatch of a joint control team. There was also a preliminary exchange of views on ground survey and mapping.
Vice-Premier and Foreign Minister Chen Yi later received and gave a banquet to the Pakistan delegation headed by Major-General N.A.M. Raza, Pakistan Ambassador to China.

Further Indian Outrages

The brazen abduction and coercion of a Chinese national just before he was leaving Madras for home and the use of abusive language against Chinese diplomatic officials were the subjects of a strong protest lodged with the Indian Government by the Chinese Foreign Ministry in a note handed to the Indian Embassy in Peking on June 13.

The note refers specifically to a serious incident occurring when the second group of Chinese nationals returning home were brought by the Indian authorities from the Deoli concentration camp and handed over to the Chinese officials in charge of receiving them at Madras harbour on May 25. Among them was 81-year-old Shen Tien-feng. After going through the handing-over formalities, the old man complained to the Chinese diplomatic officials that he could not find his three sons whose names were on the list of returning Chinese. When his reasonable complaint was conveyed to the Indian officials, they threatened him that he would either not find his three sons or be forced to leave his sons in India or go back to the concentration camp. A number of plain-clothes Indian policemen then seized him, took him away and forced him to sign a prepared statement declaring his "willingness" to leave his sons in India. When the Chinese diplomatic officials learnt of the matter after the old man returned to the harbour, they verbally protested to the Indian officials against their unwarranted abduction of Shen Tien-feng and pointed out that a signature secured against the will of the person concerned was null and void.

Surprisingly and in complete disregard of the minimum diplomatic courtesy, the Indian officials used insulting and abusive words against the Chinese diplomatic officials.

What happened to Shen Tien-feng is yet another instance of the Indian Government's plot to obstruct Chinese from returning to China. In another note to the Indian Embassy on June 16, the Foreign Ministry informed the Indian Government that the S.S. Kuanghua, dispatched by the Chinese Government for the third time, would arrive at Madras around June 28 to bring back victimized Chinese nationals living in India. The note urged the Indian Government to release all the interned Chinese and desist from persecuting them further or obstructing them and their families from returning to China.

Technical Co-operation — the Mass Way

Spare-time technical co-operation societies are playing a big role in boosting industrial production in Liaoning Province, one of the nation's major heavy industrial areas.

It all started in the industrial centre of Shenyang in July 1961. Three model workers — Wu Chia-chu, a worker-promoted engineer at the Shenyang Air Compressor Plant; Lin Hai-feng, a technician of the Shenyang Tractor Plant; and Wu Ta-yu, a technician of the High Tension Switch Plant — got together to see what extra they could do to help their own factories as well as others in the city overcome production snags in the drive for higher quality and a bigger variety of products, for higher labour productivity and greater economy in use of raw materials. They decided to make use of their spare time to swap experience and technical know-how, and help one another solve difficulties at work. Their co-operation proved fruitful, they rallied more and more advanced workers to join them. Soon, with the help of the Shenyang Communist Party committee and trade union council, they extended their activities to embrace practically all the factories and mines in the city.

By this time, their ad hoc organization had grown into a technical co-operation society, with offices in the city's Workers' Cultural Palace to coordinate their work. This development put inter-factory co-operation on a well-organized basis.

Shenyang's example set the ball rolling. The initiative of its three pioneers was followed up by workers in other cities, and similar societies for technical co-operation were formed one after another in the steel centre of Anshan, the big Fushun colliery, and other industrial centres in Liaoning Province.

By pooling forces to tackle complicated technical problems, holding meetings to swap good experience, and giving lectures to pass on technical know-how systematically to an ever greater number of people, the workers and technicians of Liaoning have done much to advance the general level of skill and technique and boost production in the province. Nearly 50,000 worker-technician activists in Liaoning now take part in these activities. Over the past twelve months they have popularized 5,700 more efficient ways of working, introduced 13,000 important innovations and solved nearly as many production problems. This catch ing socialist spirit of each for all among the rank and file is now being emulated among other workers not only in Liaoning but beyond its borders in many other provinces as well.

Tribute to Shen Chun-ju

Shen Chun-ju, Vice-Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, died of acute bronchial pneumonia on June 11 in Peking at the age of 90. A native of Kashing County, Chekiang Province, Shen Chun-ju was also Vice-Chairman of the National Committee of the Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference and Chairman of the China Democratic League.

Shen's family received messages of condolence from all over the country and abroad. Thousands of people, including Chairman Liu Shao-chi and other leaders, paid their last respects to him at the funeral hall in the capital's Zhongshan Park.

At the funeral ceremony held in Peking, Vice-Chairman Tung Pi-wu paid tribute to Shen Chun-ju as a standard-bearer of the Left-wing democrats and a close friend of the Chinese Communist Party. "His death," said Tung Pi-wu, "is a great loss to the Chinese people."

Recalling the long revolutionary path Shen Chun-ju had travelled ever since he participated in the 1911 Revolution, Tung Pi-wu praised him for his devotion to the cause of the liberation of the Chinese people from reactionary rule and later to the cause of the socialist revolution and socialist construction after the founding of the People's Republic. "The road Shen Chun-ju has traversed," concluded Tung Pi-wu, "is the bright road for intellectuals." He called on all patriotic intellectuals in the country to learn from the brilliant example he had set.
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June 14, 1963

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union

Dear Comrades,


All who have the unity of the socialist camp and the international communist movement at heart are deeply concerned about the talks between the Chinese and Soviet Parties and hope that our talks will help to eliminate differences, strengthen unity and create favourable conditions for convening a meeting of representatives of all the Communist and Workers’ Parties.

It is the common and sacred duty of the Communist and Workers’ Parties of all countries to uphold and strengthen the unity of the international communist movement. The Chinese and Soviet Parties bear a heavier responsibility for the unity of the entire socialist camp and international communist movement and should of course make commensurately greater efforts.

A number of major differences of principle now exist in the international communist movement. But however serious these differences, we should exercise sufficient patience and find ways to eliminate them so that we can unite our forces and strengthen the struggle against our common enemy.

It is with this sincere desire that the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China approaches the forthcoming talks between the Chinese and Soviet Parties.

In its letter of March 30, the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. systematically presents its views on questions that need to be discussed in the talks between the Chinese and Soviet Parties, and in particular raises the question of the general line of the international communist movement. In this letter we too would like to express our views, which constitute our proposal on the general line of the international communist movement and on some related questions of principle.

We hope that this exposition of views will be conducive to mutual understanding by our two Parties and to a detailed, point-by-point discussion in the talks.

We also hope that this will be conducive to the understanding of our views by the fraternal Parties and to a full exchange of ideas at an international meeting of fraternal Parties.

(1) The general line of the international communist movement must take as its guiding principle the Marxist-Leninist revolutionary theory concerning the historical mission of the proletariat and must not depart from it.

The Moscow Meetings of 1957 and 1960 adopted the Declaration and the Statement respectively after a full exchange of views and in accordance with the principle of reaching unanimity through consultation. The two documents point out the characteristics of our epoch and the common laws of socialist revolution and socialist construction, and lay down the common line of all the Communist and Workers’ Parties. They are the common programme of the international communist movement.

It is true that for several years there have been differences within the international communist movement in the understanding of, and the attitude towards, the Declaration of 1957 and the Statement of 1960. The central issue here is whether or not to accept the revolutionary principles of the Declaration and the Statement. In the last analysis, it is a question of whether or not to accept the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism, whether or not to recognize the universal significance of the road of the October Revolution, whether or not to accept the fact that the people still living under the imperialist and capitalist system, who comprise two-thirds of the world’s population, need to make revolution, and whether or not to accept the fact that the people already on the socialist road, who comprise one-third of the world’s population, need to carry their revolution forward to the end.

It has become an urgent and vital task of the international communist movement resolutely to defend the revolutionary principles of the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement.

Only by strictly following the revolutionary teachings of Marxism-Leninism and the general road of the October Revolution is it possible to have a correct understanding of the revolutionary principles of the Declaration and the Statement and a correct attitude towards them.
What are the revolutionary principles of the Declaration and the Statement? They may be summarized as follows:

Workers of all countries, unite; workers of the world, unite with the oppressed peoples and oppressed nations; oppose imperialism and reaction in all countries; strive for world peace, national liberation, people's democracy and socialism; consolidate and expand the socialist camp; bring the proletarian world revolution step by step to complete victory; and establish a new world without imperialism, without capitalism and without the exploitation of man by man.

This, in our view, is the general line of the international communist movement at the present stage.

This general line proceeds from the actual world situation taken as a whole and from a class analysis of the fundamental contradictions in the contemporary world, and is directed against the counter-revolutionary global strategy of U.S. imperialism.

This general line is one of forming a broad united front, with the socialist camp and the international proletariat as its nucleus, to oppose the imperialists and reactionaries headed by the United States; it is a line of boldly arousing the masses, expanding the revolutionary forces, winning over the middle forces and isolating the reactionary forces.

This general line is one of resolute revolutionary struggle by the people of all countries and of carrying the proletarian world revolution forward to the end; it is the line that most effectively combats imperialism and defends world peace.

If the general line of the international communist movement is one-sidedly reduced to "peaceful coexistence," "peaceful competition" and "peaceful transition," this is to violate the revolutionary principles of the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement, to discard the historical mission of proletarian world revolution, and to depart from the revolutionary teachings of Marxism-Leninism.

The general line of the international communist movement should reflect the general law of development of world history. The revolutionary struggles of the proletariat and the people in various countries go through different stages and they all have their own characteristics, but they will not transcend the general law of development of world history. The general line should point out the basic direction for the revolutionary struggles of the proletariat and people of all countries.

While working out its specific line and policies, it is most important for each Communist or Workers' Party to adhere to the principle of integrating the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of revolution and construction in its own country.

In defining the general line of the international communist movement, the starting point is the concrete class analysis of world politics and economics as a whole and of actual world conditions, that is to say, of the fundamental contradictions in the contemporary world.

If one avoids a concrete class analysis, seizes at random on certain superficial phenomena, and draws subjective and groundless conclusions, one cannot possibly reach correct conclusions with regard to the general line of the international communist movement but will inevitably slide on to a track entirely different from that of Marxism-Leninism.

What are the fundamental contradictions in the contemporary world? Marxist-Leninists consistently hold that they are:

- the contradiction between the socialist camp and the imperialist camp;
- the contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie in the capitalist countries;
- the contradiction between the oppressed nations and imperialism; and
- the contradictions among imperialist countries and among monopoly capitalist groups.

The contradiction between the socialist camp and the imperialist camp is a contradiction between two fundamentally different social systems, socialism and capitalism. It is undoubtedly very sharp. But Marxist-Leninists must not regard the contradictions in the world as consisting solely and simply of the contradiction between the socialist camp and the imperialist camp.

The international balance of forces has changed and has become increasingly favourable to socialism and to all the oppressed peoples and nations of the world, and most unfavourable to imperialism and the reactionaries of all countries. Nevertheless, the contradictions enumerated above still objectively exist.

These contradictions and the struggles to which they give rise are interrelated and influence each other. Nobody can obliterate any of these fundamental contradictions or subjectively substitute one for all the rest.

It is inevitable that these contradictions will give rise to popular revolutions, which alone can resolve them.

The following erroneous views should be repudiated on the question of the fundamental contradictions in the contemporary world:

a) the view which blots out the class content of the contradiction between the socialist and the imperialist camps and fails to see this contradiction as one between states under the dictatorship of the proletariat and states under the dictatorship of the monopoly capitalists;

b) the view which recognizes only the contradiction between the socialist and the imperialist camps, while neglecting or underestimating the contradictions between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie in the capitalist world, between the oppressed nations and imperialism, among the imperialist countries and among the monopoly capitalist groups, and the struggles to which these contradictions give rise;
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c) the view which maintains with regard to the capitalist world that the contradiction between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie can be resolved without a proletarian revolution in each country and that the contradiction between the oppressed nations and imperialism can be resolved without revolution by the oppressed nations;

d) the view which denies that the development of the inherent contradictions in the contemporary capitalist world inevitably leads to a new situation in which the imperialist countries are locked in an intense struggle, and asserts that the contradictions among the imperialist countries can be reconciled, or even eliminated, by “international agreements among the big monopolies”; and

e) the view which maintains that the contradiction between the two world systems of socialism and capitalism will automatically disappear in the course of “economic competition,” that the other fundamental world contradictions will automatically do so with the disappearance of the contradiction between the two systems, and that a “world without wars,” a new world of “all-round co-operation,” will appear.

It is obvious that these erroneous views inevitably lead to erroneous and harmful policies and hence to setbacks and losses of one kind or another to the cause of the people and of socialism.

(6) The balance of forces between imperialism and socialism has undergone a fundamental change since World War II. The main indication of this change is that the world now has not just one socialist country but a number of socialist countries forming the mighty socialist camp, and that the people who have taken the socialist road now number not two hundred million but a thousand million, or a third of the world's population.

The socialist camp is the outcome of the struggles of the international proletariat and working people. It belongs to the international proletariat and working people as well as to the people of the socialist countries.

The main common demands of the people of the countries in the socialist camp and the international proletariat and working people are that all the Communist and Workers’ Parties in the socialist camp should:

Adhere to the Marxist-Leninist line and pursue correct Marxist-Leninist domestic and foreign policies;

Consolidate the dictatorship of the proletariat and the worker-peasant alliance led by the proletariat and carry the socialist revolution forward to the end of the economic, political and ideological fronts;

Promote the initiative and creativeness of the broad masses, carry out socialist construction in a planned way, develop production, improve the people's livelihood and strengthen national defence;

Strengthen the unity of the socialist camp on the basis of Marxism-Leninism, and support other socialist countries on the basis of proletarian internationalism;

Oppose the imperialist policies of aggression and war, and defend world peace;

Oppose the anti-communist, anti-popular and counter-revolutionary policies of the reactionaries of all countries; and

Help the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed classes and nations of the world.

All Communist and Workers’ Parties in the socialist camp owe it to their own people and to the international proletariat and working people to fulfill these demands.

By fulfilling these demands the socialist camp will exert a decisive influence on the course of human history.

For this very reason, the imperialists and reactionaries invariably try in a thousand and one ways to influence the domestic and foreign policies of the countries in the socialist camp, to undermine the camp and break up the unity of the socialist countries and particularly the unity of China and the Soviet Union. They invariably try to infiltrate and subvert the socialist countries and even entertain the extravagant hope of destroying the socialist camp.

The question of what is the correct attitude towards the socialist camp is a most important question of principle confronting all Communist and Workers’ Parties.

It is under new historical conditions that the Communist and Workers' Parties are now carrying on the task of proletarian internationalist unity and struggle. When only one socialist country existed and when this country was faced with hostility and jeopardized by all the imperialists and reactionaries because it firmly pursued the correct Marxist-Leninist line and policies, the touchstone of proletarian internationalism for every Communist Party was whether or not it resolutely defended the only socialist country. Now there is a socialist camp consisting of thirteen countries, Albania, Bulgaria, China, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, the German Democratic Republic, Hungary, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, Mongolia, Poland, Rumania, the Soviet Union and the Democratic Republic of Viet Nam. Under these circumstances, the touchstone of proletarian internationalism for every Communist Party is whether or not it resolutely defends the whole of the socialist camp, whether or not it defends the unity of all the countries in the camp on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and whether or not it defends the Marxist-Leninist line and policies which the socialist countries ought to pursue.

If anybody does not pursue the correct Marxist-Leninist line and policies, does not defend the unity of the socialist camp but on the contrary creates tension and splits within it, or even follows the policies of the Yugoslav revisionists, tries to liquidate the socialist camp or helps capitalist countries to attack fraternal socialist countries, then he is betraying the interests of the entire international proletariat and the people of the world.

If anybody, following in the footsteps of others, defends the erroneous opportunist line and policies pursued by a certain socialist country instead of upholding the correct Marxist-Leninist line and policies which the
socialist countries ought to pursue, defends the policy of split instead of upholding the policy of unity, then he is departing from Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism.

(7) Taking advantage of the situation after World War II, the U.S. imperialists stepped into the shoes of the German, Italian and Japanese fascists, and have been trying to erect a huge world empire such as has never been known before. The strategic objectives of U.S. imperialism have been to grab and dominate the intermediate zone lying between the United States and the socialist camp, put down the revolutions of the oppressed peoples and nations, proceed to destroy the socialist countries, and thus to subject all the peoples and countries of the world, including its allies, to domination and enslavement by U.S. monopoly capital.

Ever since World War II, the U.S. imperialists have been conducting propaganda for war against the Soviet Union and the socialist camp. There are two aspects to this propaganda. While the U.S. imperialists are actually preparing such a war, they also use this propaganda as a smokescreen for their oppression of the American people and for the extension of their aggression against the rest of the capitalist world.

The 1960 Statement points out:

"U.S. imperialism has become the biggest international exploiter."

"The United States is the mainstay of colonialism today."

"U.S. imperialism is the main force of aggression and war."

"International developments in recent years have furnished many new proofs of the fact that U.S. imperialism is the chief bulwark of world reaction and an international gendarme, that it has become an enemy of the peoples of the whole world."

U.S. imperialism is pressing its policies of aggression and war all over the world, but the outcome is bound to be the opposite of that intended—it will only be to hasten the awakening of the people in all countries and to hasten their revolutions.

The U.S. imperialists have thus placed themselves in opposition to the people of the whole world and have become encircled by them. The international proletariat must and can unite all the forces that can be united, make use of the internal contradictions in the enemy camp and establish the broadest united front against the U.S. imperialists and their lackeys.

The realistic and correct course is to entrust the fate of the people and of mankind to the unity and struggle of the world proletariat and to the unity and struggle of the people in all countries.

Conversely, to make no distinction between enemies, friends and ourselves and to entrust the fate of the people and of mankind to collaboration with U.S. imperialism is to lead people astray. The events of the last few years have exploded this illusion.

(8) The various types of contradictions in the contemporary world are concentrated in the vast areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America; these are the most vulnerable areas under imperialist rule and the storm-centres of world revolution dealing direct blows at imperialism.

The national democratic revolutionary movement in these areas and the international socialist revolutionary movement are the two great historical currents of our time.

The national democratic revolution in these areas is an important component of the contemporary proletarian world revolution.

The anti-imperialist revolutionary struggles of the people in Asia, Africa and Latin America are pounding and undermining the foundations of the rule of imperialism and colonialism, old and new, and are now a mighty force in defence of world peace.

In a sense, therefore, the whole cause of the international proletarian revolution hinges on the outcome of the revolutionary struggles of the people in these areas, who constitute the overwhelming majority of the world's population.

Therefore, the anti-imperialist revolutionary struggle of the people in Asia, Africa and Latin America is definitely not merely a matter of regional significance but one of overall importance for the whole cause of proletarian world revolution.

Certain persons now go so far as to deny the great international significance of the anti-imperialist revolutionary struggles of the Asian, African and Latin American peoples and, on the pretext of breaking down the barriers of nationality, colour and geographical location, are trying their best to efface the line of demarcation between oppressed and oppressor nations and between oppressed and oppressor countries and to hold up the revolutionary struggles of the peoples in these areas. In fact, they cater to the needs of imperialism and create a new "theory" to justify the rule of imperialism in these areas and the promotion of its policies of old and new colonialism. Actually, this "theory" seeks not to break down the barriers of nationality, colour and geographical location but to maintain the rule of the "superior nations" over the oppressed nations. It is only natural that this fraudulent "theory" is rejected by the people in these areas.

The working class in every socialist country and in every capitalist country must truly put into effect the fighting slogans, "Workers of all countries, unite!" and "Workers and oppressed nations of the world, unite!"; it must study the revolutionary experience of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America, firmly support their revolutionary actions and regard the cause of their liberation as a most dependable support for itself and as directly in accord with its own interests. This is the only effective way to break down the barriers of nationality, colour and geographical location and this is the only genuine proletarian internationalism.

It is impossible for the working class in the European and American capitalist countries to liberate itself unless
it unites with the oppressed nations and unless those nations are liberated. Lenin rightly said,

The revolutionary movement in the advanced countries would actually be a sheer fraud if, in their struggle against capital, the workers of Europe and America were not closely and completely united with the hundreds upon hundreds of millions of "colonial" slaves who are oppressed by capital.*

Certain persons in the international communist movement are now taking a passive or scornful or negative attitude towards the struggles of the oppressed nations for liberation. They are in fact protecting the interests of monopoly capital, betraying those of the proletariat, and degenerating into social democrats.

The attitude taken towards the revolutionary struggles of the people in the Asian, African and Latin American countries is an important criterion for differentiating those who want revolution from those who do not and those who are truly defending world peace from those who are abetting the forces of aggression and war.

(9) The oppressed nations and peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America are faced with the urgent task of fighting imperialism and its lackeys.

History has entrusted to the proletarian parties in these areas the glorious mission of holding high the banner of struggle against imperialism, against old and new colonialism and for national independence and people's democracy, of standing in the forefront of the national democratic revolutionary movement and striving for a socialist future.

In these areas, extremely broad sections of the population refuse to be slaves of imperialism. They include not only the workers, peasants, intellectuals and petty bourgeoisie, but also the patriotic national bourgeoisie and even certain kings, princes and aristocrats, who are patriotic.

The proletariat and its party must have confidence in the strength of the masses and, above all, must unite with the peasants and establish a solid worker-peasant alliance. It is of primary importance for advanced members of the proletariat to work in the rural areas, help the peasants to get organized, and raise their class consciousness and their national self-respect and self-confidence.

On the basis of the worker-peasant alliance the proletariat and its party must unite all the strata that can be united and organize a broad united front against imperialism and its lackeys. In order to consolidate and expand this united front it is necessary that the proletarian party should maintain its ideological, political and organizational independence and insist on the leadership of the revolution.

The proletarian party and the revolutionary people must learn to master all forms of struggle, including armed struggle. They must defeat counter-revolutionary armed force with revolutionary armed force whenever imperialism and its lackeys resort to armed suppression.

The nationalist countries which have recently won political independence are still confronted with the arduous tasks of consolidating it, liquidating the forces of imperialism and domestic reaction, carrying out agrarian and other social reforms and developing their national economy and culture. It is of practical and vital importance for these countries to guard and fight against the neo-colonialist policies which the old colonialists adopt to preserve their interests, and especially against the neo-colonialism of U.S. imperialism.

In some of these countries, the patriotic national bourgeoisie continue to stand with the masses in the struggle against imperialism and colonialism and introduce certain measures of social progress. This requires the proletarian party to make a full appraisal of the progressive role of the patriotic national bourgeoisie and strengthen unity with them.

As the internal social contradictions and the international class struggle sharpen, the bourgeoisie, and particularly the big bourgeoisie, in some newly independent countries increasingly tend to become retainers of imperialism and to pursue anti-popular, anti-communist and counter-revolutionary policies. It is necessary for the proletarian party resolutely to oppose these reactionary policies.

Generally speaking, the bourgeoisie in these countries have a dual character. When a unified front is formed with the bourgeoisie, the policy of the proletarian party should be one of both unity and struggle. The policy should be to unite with the bourgeoisie, in so far as they tend to be progressive, anti-imperialist and anti-feudal, but to struggle against their reactionary tendencies to compromise and collaborate with imperialism and the forces of feudalism.

On the national question the world outlook of the proletarian party is internationalism, and not nationalism. In the revolutionary struggle it supports progressive nationalism and opposes reactionary nationalism. It must always draw a clear line of demarcation between itself and bourgeois nationalism, to which it must never fall captive.

The 1960 Statement says,

Communists expose attempts by the reactionary section of the bourgeoisie to represent its selfish, narrow class interests as those of the entire nation; they expose the demagogic use by bourgeois politicians of socialist slogans for the same purpose . . .

If the proletariat becomes the tail of the landlords and bourgeoisie in the revolution, no real or thorough victory in the national democratic revolution is possible, and even if victory of a kind is gained, it will be impossible to consolidate it.

In the course of the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed nations and peoples, the proletarian party must put forward a programme of its own which is thoroughly against imperialism and domestic reaction and for national independence and people's democracy, and it must work independently among the masses, constantly expand the progressive forces, win over the middle forces and isolate

the reactionary forces; only thus can it carry the national democratic revolution through to the end and guide the revolution on to the road of socialism.

**10** In the imperialist and the capitalist countries, the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat are essential for the thorough resolution of the contradictions of capitalist society.

In striving to accomplish this task the proletarian party must under the present circumstances actively lead the working class and the working people in struggles to oppose monopoly capital, to defend democratic rights, to oppose the menace of fascism, to improve living conditions, to oppose imperialist arms expansion and war preparations, to defend world peace and actively to support the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed nations.

In the capitalist countries which U.S. imperialism controls or is trying to control, the working class and the people should direct their attacks mainly against U.S. imperialism, but also against their own monopoly capitalists and other reactionary forces who are betraying the national interests.

Large-scale mass struggles in the capitalist countries in recent years have shown that the working class and working people are experiencing a new awakening. Their struggles, which are dealing blows at monopoly capital and reaction, have opened bright prospects for the revolutionary cause in their own countries and are also a powerful support for the revolutionary struggles of the Asian, African and Latin American peoples and for the countries of the socialist camp.

The proletarian parties in imperialist or capitalist countries must maintain their own ideological, political and organizational independence in leading revolutionary struggles. At the same time, they must unite all the forces that can be united and build a broad united front against monopoly capital and against the imperialist policies of aggression and war.

While actively leading immediate struggles, Communists in the capitalist countries should link them with the struggle for long-range and general interests, educate the masses in a Marxist-Leninist revolutionary spirit, ceaselessly raise their political consciousness and undertake the historical task of the proletarian revolution. If they fail to do so, if they regard the immediate movement as everything, determine their conduct from case to case, adapt themselves to the events of the day and sacrifice the basic interests of the proletariat, that is out-and-out social democracy.

Social democracy is a bourgeois ideological trend. Lenin pointed out long ago that the social democratic parties are political detachments of the bourgeoisie, its agents in the working-class movement and its principal social prop. Communists must at all times draw a clear line of demarcation between themselves and social democratic parties on the basic question of the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat and liquidate the ideological influence of social democracy in the international working-class movement and among the working people. Beyond any shadow of doubt, Communists must win over the masses under the influence of the social democratic parties and must win over those Left and middle elements in the social democratic parties who are willing to oppose domestic monopoly capital and domination by foreign imperialism, and must unite with them in extensive joint action in the day-to-day struggle of the working-class movement and in the struggle to defend world peace.

In order to lead the proletariat and working people in revolution, Marxist-Leninist parties must master all forms of struggle and be able to substitute one form for another quickly as the conditions of struggle change. The vanguard of the proletariat will remain unconquerable in all circumstances only if it masters all forms of struggle—peaceful and armed, open and secret, legal and illegal, parliamentary struggle and mass struggle, etc. It is wrong to refuse to use parliamentary and other legal forms of struggle when they can and should be used. However, if a Marxist-Leninist party falls into legalism or parliamentary cretinism, confining the struggle within the limits permitted by the bourgeoisie, this will inevitably lead to renouncing the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat.

**11** On the question of transition from capitalism to socialism, the proletarian party must proceed from the standpoint of class struggle and revolution and base itself on the Marxist-Leninist teachings concerning the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat.

Communists would always prefer to bring about the transition to socialism by peaceful means. But can peaceful transition be made into a new worldwide strategic principle for the international communist movement? Absolutely not.

Marxism-Leninism consistently holds that the fundamental question in all revolutions is that of state power. The 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement both clearly point out, "Leninism teaches, and experience confirms, that the ruling classes never relinquish power voluntarily." The old government never topples even in a period of crisis, unless it is pushed. This is a universal law of class struggle.

In specific historical conditions, Marx and Lenin did raise the possibility that revolution may develop peacefully. But, as Lenin pointed out, the peaceful development of revolution is an opportunity "very seldom to be met with in the history of revolution."

As a matter of fact, there is no historical precedent for peaceful transition from capitalism to socialism.

Certain persons say there was no precedent when Marx foretold that socialism would inevitably replace capitalism. Then why can we not predict a peaceful transition from capitalism to socialism despite the absence of a precedent?

This parallel is absurd. Employing dialectical and historical materialism, Marx analysed the contradictions of capitalism, discovered the objective laws of development of human society and arrived at a scientific conclusion, whereas the prophets who pin all their hopes on "peaceful transition" proceed from historical idealism,
ignore the most fundamental contradictions of capitalism, repudiate the Marxist-Leninist teachings on class struggle, and arrive at a subjective and groundless conclusion. How can people who repudiate Marxism get any help from Marx?

It is plain to everyone that the capitalist countries are strengthening their state machinery — and especially their military apparatus — the primary purpose of which is to suppress the people in their own countries.

The proletarian party must never base its thinking, its policies for revolution and its entire work on the assumption that the imperialists and reactionaries will accept peaceful transformation.

The proletarian party must prepare itself for two eventualities — while preparing for a peaceful development of the revolution, it must also fully prepare for a non-peaceful development. It should concentrate on the painstaking work of accumulating revolutionary strength, so that it will be ready to seize victory when the conditions for revolution are ripe or to strike powerful blows at the imperialists and the reactionaries when they launch surprise attacks and armed assaults.

If it fails to make such preparations, the proletarian party will paralyse the revolutionary will of the proletariat, disarm itself ideologically and sink into a totally passive state of unpreparedness both politically and organizationally, and the result will be to bury the proletarian revolutionary cause.

(12) All social revolutions in the various stages of the history of mankind are historically inevitable and are governed by objective laws independent of man's will. Moreover, history shows that there never was a revolution which was able to achieve victory without zigzags and sacrifices.

With Marxist-Leninist theory as the basis, the task of the proletarian party is to analyse the concrete historical conditions, put forward the correct strategy and tactics, and guide the masses in bypassing hidden reefs, avoiding unnecessary sacrifices and reaching the goal step by step. Is it possible to avoid sacrifices altogether? Such is not the case with the slave revolutions, the serf revolutions, the bourgeois revolutions, or the national revolutions; nor is it the case with proletarian revolutions.

Even if the guiding line of the revolution is correct, it is impossible to have a sure guarantee against setbacks and sacrifices in the course of the revolution. So long as a correct line is adhered to, the revolution is bound to triumph in the end. To abandon revolution on the pretext of avoiding sacrifices is in reality to demand that the people should for ever remain slaves and endure infinite pain and sacrifice.

Elementary knowledge of Marxism-Leninism tells us that the birth-pangs of a revolution are far less painful than the chronic agony of the old society. Lenin rightly said that "even with the most peaceful course of events, the present [capitalist] system always and inevitably exacts countless sacrifices from the working class."*  


Whoever considers a revolution can be made only if everything is plain sailing, only if there is an advance guarantee against sacrifices and failure, is certainly no revolutionary.

However difficult the conditions and whatever sacrifices and defeats the revolution may suffer, proletarian revolutionaries should educate the masses in the spirit of revolution and hold aloft the banner of revolution and not abandon it.

It would be "Left" adventurism if the proletarian party should rashly launch a revolution before the objective conditions are ripe. But it would be Right opportunism if the proletarian party should not dare to lead a revolution and to seize state power when the objective conditions are ripe.

Even in ordinary times, when it is leading the masses in the day-to-day struggle, the proletarian party should ideologically, politically and organizationally prepare its own ranks and the masses for revolution and promote revolutionary struggles, so that it will not miss the opportunity to overthrow the reactionary regime and establish a new state power when the conditions for revolution are ripe. Otherwise, when the objective conditions are ripe, the proletarian party will simply throw away the opportunity of seizing victory.

The proletarian party must be flexible as well as highly principled, and on occasion it must make such compromises as are necessary in the interests of the revolution. But it must never abandon principled policies and the goal of revolution on the pretext of flexibility and of necessary compromises.

The proletarian party must lead the masses in waging struggles against the enemies, and it must know how to utilize the contradictions among those enemies. But the purpose of using these contradictions is to make it easier to attain the goal of the people's revolutionary struggles and not to liquidate these struggles.

Countless facts have proved that, wherever the dark rule of imperialism and reaction exists, the people who form over 90 per cent of the population will sooner or later rise in revolution.

If Communists isolate themselves from the revolutionary demands of the masses, they are bound to lose the confidence of the masses and will be tossed to the rear by the revolutionary current.

If the leading group in any Party adopt a non-revolutionary line and convert it into a reformist party, then Marxist-Leninists inside and outside the Party will replace them and lead the people in making revolution. In another kind of situation, the bourgeois revolutionaries will come forward to lead the revolution and the party of the proletariat will forfeit its leadership of the revolution. When the reactionary bourgeoisie betray the revolution and suppress the people, an opportunist line will cause tragic and unnecessary losses to the Communists and the revolutionary masses.

If Communists slide down the path of opportunism, they will degenerate into bourgeois nationalists and become appendages of the imperialists and the reactionary bourgeoisie.
There are certain persons who assert that they have made the greatest creative contributions to revolutionary theory since Lenin and that they alone are correct. But it is very dubious whether they have ever really given consideration to the extensive experience of the entire world communist movement, whether they have ever really considered the interests, the goal and tasks of the international proletarian movement as a whole, and whether they really have a general line for the international communist movement which conforms with Marxism-Leninism.

In the last few years the international communist movement and the national-liberation movement have had many experiences and many lessons. There are experiences which people should praise and there are experiences which make people grieve. Communists and revolutionaries in all countries should ponder and seriously study these experiences of success and failure, so as to draw correct conclusions and useful lessons from them.

(13) The socialist countries and the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed peoples and nations support and assist each other.

The national-liberation movements of Asia, Africa and Latin America and the revolutionary movements of the people in the capitalist countries are a strong support to the socialist countries. It is completely wrong to deny this.

The only attitude for the socialist countries to adopt towards the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed peoples and nations is one of warm sympathy and active support; they must not adopt a perfunctory attitude, or one of national selfishness or of great-power chauvinism.

Lenin said, “Alliance with the revolutionaries of the advanced countries and with all the oppressed peoples against any and all the imperialists—such is the external policy of the proletariat.”* Whoever fails to understand this point and considers that the support and aid given by the socialist countries to the oppressed peoples and nations are a burden or charity is going counter to Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism.

The superiority of the socialist system and the achievements of the socialist countries in construction play an exemplary role and are an inspiration to the oppressed peoples and the oppressed nations.

But this exemplary role and inspiration can never replace the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed peoples and nations. No oppressed people or nation can win liberation except through its own staunch revolutionary struggle.

Certain persons have one-sidedly exaggerated the role of peaceful competition between socialist and imperialist countries in their attempt to substitute peaceful competition for the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed peoples and nations. According to their preaching, it would seem that imperialism will automatically collapse in the course of this peaceful competition and that the only thing the oppressed peoples and nations have to do is to wait quietly for the advent of this day. What does this have in common with Marxist-Leninist views?

Moreover, certain persons have concocted the strange tale that China and some other socialist countries want “to unleash wars” and to spread socialism by “wars between states.” As the Statement of 1960 points out, such tales are nothing but imperialist and reactionary slanders. To put it bluntly, the purpose of those who repeat these slanders is to hide the fact that they are opposed to revolutions by the oppressed peoples and nations of the world and opposed to others supporting such revolutions.

(14) In the last few years much—in fact a great deal—has been said on the question of war and peace. Our views and policies on this question are known to the world, and no one can distort them.

It is a pity that although certain persons in the international communist movement talk about how much they love peace and hate war, they are unwilling to acquire even a faint understanding of the simple truth on war pointed out by Lenin.

Lenin said,

It seems to me that the main thing that is usually forgotten on the question of war, which receives inadequate attention, the main reason why there is so much controversy, and, I would say, futile, hopeless and aimless controversy, is that people forget the fundamental question of the class character of the war; why the war broke out; the classes that are waging it; the historic-economic conditions that gave rise to it.*

As Marxist-Leninists see it, war is the continuation of politics by other means, and every war is inseparable from the political system and the political struggles which give rise to it. If one departs from this scientific Marxist-Leninist proposition which has been confirmed by the entire history of class struggle, one will never be able to understand either the question of war or the question of peace.

There are different types of peace and different types of war. Marxist-Leninists must be clear about what type of peace or what type of war is in question. Lumping just wars and unjust wars together and opposing all of them indiscriminately is a bourgeois pacifist and not a Marxist-Leninist approach.

Certain persons say that revolutions are entirely possible without war. Now which type of war are they referring to—is it a war of national liberation or a revolutionary civil war, or is it a world war?

If they are referring to a war of national liberation or a revolutionary civil war, then this formulation is, in effect, opposed to revolutionary wars and to revolution.


If they are referring to a world war, then they are shooting at a non-existent target. Although Marxist-Leninists have pointed out, on the basis of the history of the two world wars, that world wars inevitably lead to revolution, no Marxist-Leninist ever has held or ever will hold that revolution must be made through world war.

Marxist-Leninists take the abolition of war as their ideal and believe that war can be abolished.

But how can war be abolished?

This is how Lenin viewed it:

"...our object is to achieve the socialist system of society, which, by abolishing the division of mankind into classes, by abolishing all exploitation of man by man, and of one nation by other nations, will inevitably abolish all possibility of war."

The Statement of 1960 also puts it very clearly, "The victory of socialism all over the world will completely remove the social and national causes of all wars."

However, certain persons now actually hold that it is possible to bring about "a world without weapons, without armed forces and without wars" through "general and complete disarmament" while the system of imperialism and of the exploitation of man by man still exists. This is sheer illusion.

An elementary knowledge of Marxism-Leninism tells us that the armed forces are the principal part of the state machine and that a so-called world without weapons and without armed forces can only be a world without states. Lenin said:

"Only after the proletariat has disarmed the bourgeoisie will it be able, without betraying its world-historical mission, to throw all armaments on the scrap heap; and the proletariat will undoubtedly do this, but only when this condition has been fulfilled, certainly not before."

What are the facts in the world today? Is there a shadow of evidence that the imperialist countries headed by the United States are ready to carry out general and complete disarmament? Are they not each and all engaged in general and complete arms expansion?

We have always maintained that, in order to expose and combat the imperialists' arms expansion and war preparations, it is necessary to put forward the proposal for general disarmament. Furthermore, it is possible to compel imperialism to accept some kind of agreement on disarmament through the combined struggle of the socialist countries and the people of the whole world.

If one regards general and complete disarmament as the fundamental road to world peace, spreads the illusion that imperialism will automatically lay down its arms and tries to liquidate the revolutionary struggles of the oppressed peoples and nations on the pretext of disarmament, then this is deliberately to deceive the people of the world and help the imperialists in their policies of aggression and war.

In order to overcome the present ideological confusion in the international working-class movement on the question of war and peace, we consider that Lenin's thesis, which has been discarded by the modern revisionists, must be restored in the interest of combating the imperialist policies of aggression and war and defending world peace.

The people of the world universally demand the prevention of a new world war. And it is possible to prevent a new world war.

The question then is, what is the way to secure world peace? According to the Leninist viewpoint, world peace can be won only by the struggles of the people in all countries and not by begging the imperialists for it. World peace can only be effectively defended by relying on the development of the forces of the socialist camp, on the revolutionary struggles of the proletariat and working people of all countries, on the liberation struggles of the oppressed nations and on the struggles of all peace-loving people and countries.

Such is the Leninist policy. Any policy to the contrary definitely will not lead to world peace but will only encourage the ambitions of the imperialists and increase the danger of world war.

In recent years, certain persons have been spreading the argument that a single spark from a war of national liberation or from a revolutionary people's war will lead to a world conflagration destroying the whole of mankind. What are the facts? Contrary to what these persons say, the wars of national liberation and the revolutionary people's wars that have occurred since World War II have not led to world war. The victory of these revolutionary wars has directly weakened the forces of imperialism and greatly strengthened the forces which prevent the imperialists from launching a world war and which defend world peace. Do not the facts demonstrate the absurdity of this argument?

(15) The complete banning and destruction of nuclear weapons is an important task in the struggle to defend world peace. We must do our utmost to this end.

Nuclear weapons are unprecedentedly destructive, which is why for more than a decade now the U.S. imperialists have been pursuing their policy of nuclear blackmail in order to realize their ambition of enslaving the people of all countries and dominating the world.

But when the imperialists threaten other countries with nuclear weapons, they subject the people in their own country to the same threat, thus arousing them against nuclear weapons and against the imperialist policies of aggression and war. At the same time, in their vain hope of destroying their opponents with nuclear weapons, the imperialists are in fact subjecting themselves to the danger of being destroyed.

The possibility of banning nuclear weapons does indeed exist. However, if the imperialists are forced to accept an agreement to ban nuclear weapons, it decidedly will not be because of their "love for humanity" but because of the pressure of the people of all countries and for the sake of their own vital interests.
In contrast to the imperialists, socialist countries rely upon the righteous strength of the people and on their own correct policies, and have no need whatever to gamble with nuclear weapons in the world arena. Socialist countries have nuclear weapons solely in order to defend themselves and to prevent imperialism from launching a nuclear war.

In the view of Marxist-Leninists, the people are the makers of history. In the present, as in the past, man is the decisive factor. Marxist-Leninists attach importance to the role of technological change, but it is wrong to belittle the role of man and exaggerate the role of technology.

The emergence of nuclear weapons can neither arrest the progress of human history nor save the imperialist system from its doom, any more than the emergence of new techniques could save the old systems from their doom in the past.

The emergence of nuclear weapons does not and cannot resolve the fundamental contradictions in the contemporary world, does not and cannot alter the law of class struggle, and does not and cannot change the nature of imperialism and reaction.

It cannot, therefore, be said that with the emergence of nuclear weapons the possibility and the necessity of social and national revolutions have disappeared, or the basic principles of Marxism-Leninism, and especially the theories of proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat and of war and peace, have become outmoded and changed into stale "dogmas."

 Lenin's principle of peaceful coexistence is very clear and readily comprehensible by ordinary people. Peaceful coexistence designates a relationship between countries with different social systems, and must not be interpreted as one pleases. It should never be extended to apply to the relations between oppressed and oppressor nations, between oppressed and oppressor countries or between oppressed and oppressor classes, and never be described as the main content of the transition from capitalism to socialism, still less should it be asserted that peaceful coexistence is mankind's road to socialism. The reason is that it is one thing to practise peaceful coexistence between countries with different social systems. It is absolutely impermissible and impossible for countries practising peaceful coexistence to touch even a hair of each other's social system. The class struggle, the struggle for national liberation and the transition from capitalism to socialism in various countries are quite another thing. They are all bitter, life-and-death revolutionary struggles which aim at changing the social system. Peaceful coexistence cannot replace the revolutionary struggles of the people. The transition from capitalism to socialism in any country can only be brought about through the proletarian revolution and the dictatorship of the proletariat in that country.

In the application of the policy of peaceful coexistence, struggles between the socialist and imperialist countries are unavoidable in the political, economic and ideological spheres, and it is absolutely impossible to have "all-round cooperation."

It is necessary for the socialist countries to engage in negotiations of one kind or another with the imperialist countries. It is possible to reach certain agreements through negotiation by relying on the correct policies of the socialist countries and on the pressure of the people of all countries. But necessary compromises between the socialist countries and the imperialist countries do not require the oppressed peoples and nations to follow suit and compromise with imperialism and its lackeys. No one should ever demand in the name of peaceful coexistence that the oppressed peoples and nations should give up their revolutionary struggles.

The application of the policy of peaceful coexistence by the socialist countries is advantageous for achieving a peaceful international environment for socialist construction, for exposing the imperialist policies of aggression and war and for isolating the imperialist forces of aggression and war. But if the general line of the foreign policy of the socialist countries is confined to peaceful coexistence, then it is impossible to handle correctly either the relations between socialist countries or those between the socialist countries and the oppressed peoples and nations. Therefore it is wrong to make peaceful coexistence the general line of the foreign policy of the socialist countries.

In our view, the general line of the foreign policy of the socialist countries should have the following content: to develop relations of friendship, mutual assistance and co-operation among the countries in the socialist camp in accordance with the principle of proletarian internationalism; to strive for peaceful coexistence on the basis of the
Five Principles with countries having different social systems and oppose the imperialist policies of aggression and war; and to support and assist the revolutionary struggles of all the oppressed peoples and nations. These three aspects are interrelated and indivisible, and not a single one can be omitted.

(17) For a very long historical period after the proletariat takes power, class struggle continues as an objective law independent of man's will, differing only in form from what it was before the taking of power.

After the October Revolution, Lenin pointed out a number of times that:

a) The overthrown exploiters always try in a thousand and one ways to recover the "paradise" they have been deprived of.

b) New elements of capitalism are constantly and spontaneously generated in the petty-bourgeois atmosphere.

c) Political degenerates and new bourgeois elements may emerge in the ranks of the working class and among government functionaries as a result of bourgeois influence and the pervasive, corrupting atmosphere of the petty bourgeoisie.

d) The external conditions for the continuance of class struggle within a socialist country are encirclement by international capitalism, the imperialists' threat of armed intervention and their subversive activities to accomplish peaceful disintegration.

Life has confirmed these conclusions of Lenin's.

For decades or even longer periods after socialist industrialization and agricultural collectivization, it will be impossible to say that any socialist country will be free from those elements which Lenin repeatedly denounced, such as bourgeois hangers-on, parasites, speculators, swindlers, idlers, hooligans and embezzlers of state funds; or to say that a socialist country will no longer need to perform or be able to relinquish the task laid down by Lenin of conquering "this contagion, this plague, this ulcer that socialism has inherited from capitalism."

In a socialist country, it takes a very long historical period gradually to settle the question of who will win—socialism or capitalism. The struggle between the road of socialism and the road of capitalism runs through this whole historical period. This struggle rises and falls in a wave-like manner, at times becoming very fierce, and the forms of the struggle are many and varied.

The 1957 Declaration rightly states that "the conquest of power by the working class is only the beginning of the revolution, not its conclusion."

To deny the existence of class struggle in the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the necessity of thoroughly completing the socialist revolution on the economic, political and ideological fronts is wrong, does not correspond to objective reality and violates Marxism-Leninism.

(18) Both Marx and Lenin maintained that the entire period before the advent of the higher stage of communist society is the period of transition from capitalism to communism, the period of the dictatorship of the proletariat. In this transition period, the dictatorship of the proletariat, that is to say, the proletarian state, goes through the dialectical process of establishment, consolidation, strengthening and withering away.

In the Critique of the Gotha Program, Marx posed the question as follows:

Between capitalist and communist society lies the period of the revolutionary transformation of the one into the other. There corresponds to this also a political transition period in which the state can be nothing but the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.*

Lenin frequently emphasized Marx's great theory of the dictatorship of the proletariat and analysed the development of this theory, particularly in his outstanding work, The State and Revolution, where he wrote:

... the transition from capitalist society—which is developing towards communism—to a communist society is impossible without a "political transition period," and the state in this period can only be the revolutionary dictatorship of the proletariat.**

He further said:

The essence of Marx's teaching on the state has been mastered only by those who understand that the dictatorship of a single class is necessary not only for every class society in general, not only for the proletariat which has overthrown the bourgeoisie, but also for the entire historical period which separates capitalism from "classless society," from communism! As stated above, the fundamental thesis of Marx and Lenin is that the dictatorship of the proletariat will inevitably continue for the entire historical period of the transition from capitalism to communism, that is, for the entire period up to the abolition of all class differences and the entry into a classless society, the higher stage of communist society.

What will happen if it is announced, halfway through, that the dictatorship of the proletariat is no longer necessary?

Does this not fundamentally conflict with the teachings of Marx and Lenin on the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat?

Does this not license the development of "this contagion, this plague, this ulcer that socialism has inherited from capitalism"?

In other words, this would lead to extremely grave consequences and make any transition to communism out of the question.

† Ibid., p.234.
Can there be a “state of the whole people”? Is it possible to replace the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat by a “state of the whole people”?

This is not a question about the internal affairs of any particular country but a fundamental problem involving the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism.

In the view of Marxist-Leninists, there is no such thing as a non-class or supra-class state. So long as the state remains a state, it must bear a class character; so long as the state exists, it cannot be a state of the “whole people.” As soon as society becomes classless, there will no longer be a state.

Then what sort of thing would a “state of the whole people” be?

Anyone with an elementary knowledge of Marxism-Leninism can understand that the so-called state of the whole people is nothing new. Representative bourgeois figures have always called the bourgeois state a “state of all the people,” or a “state in which power belongs to all the people.”

Certain persons may say that their society is already one without classes. We answer: No, there are classes and class struggles in all socialist countries without exception.

Since remnants of the old exploiting classes who are trying to stage a comeback still exist there, since new capitalist elements are constantly being generated there, and since there are still parasites, speculators, idlers, hooligans, embezzlers of state funds, etc., it can be said that classes or class struggles no longer exist. How can it be said that the dictatorship of the proletariat is no longer necessary?

Marxism-Leninism tells us that in addition to the suppression of the hostile classes, the historical tasks of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the course of building socialism necessarily include the correct handling of relations between the working class and peasantry, the consolidation of their political and economic alliance and the creation of conditions for the gradual elimination of the class difference between worker and peasant.

When we look at the economic base of any socialist society, we find that the difference between ownership by the whole people and collective ownership exists in all socialist countries without exception, and that there is individual ownership too. Ownership by the whole people and collective ownership are two kinds of ownership and two kinds of relations of production in socialist society. The workers in enterprises owned by the whole people and the peasants on farms owned collectively belong to two different categories of labourers in socialist society. Therefore, the class difference between worker and peasant exists in all socialist countries without exception. This difference will not disappear until the transition to the higher stage of communism is achieved. In their present level of economic development all socialist countries are still far, far removed from the higher stage of communism in which “from each according to his ability, to each according to his needs” is put into practice. Therefore, it will take a long, long time to eliminate the class difference between worker and peasant. And until this difference is eliminated, it is impossible to say that society is classless or that there is no longer any need for the dictatorship of the proletariat.

In calling a socialist state the “state of the whole people,” is one trying to replace the Marxist-Leninist theory of the state by the bourgeois theory of the state? Is one trying to replace the state of the dictatorship of the proletariat by a state of a different character?

If that is the case, it is nothing but a great historical retrogression. The degeneration of the social system in Yugoslavia is a grave lesson.

(19) Leninism holds that the proletarian party must exist together with the dictatorship of the proletariat in socialist countries. The party of the proletariat is indispensable for the entire historical period of the dictatorship of the proletariat. The reason is that the dictatorship of the proletariat has to struggle against the enemies of the proletariat and of the people, constantly consolidate the proletarian ranks, build socialism and effect the transition to communism; none of these things can be done without the leadership of the party of the proletariat.

Can there be a “party of the entire people”? Is it possible to replace the Party which is the vanguard of the proletariat by a “party of the entire people”?

This, too, is not a question about the internal affairs of any particular Party, but a fundamental problem involving the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism.

In the view of Marxist-Leninists, there is no such thing as a non-class of supra-class political party. All political parties have a class character. Party spirit is the concentrated expression of class character.

The party of the proletariat is the only party able to represent the interests of the whole people. It can do so precisely because it represents the interests of the proletariat, whose ideas and will it concentrates. It can lead the whole people because the proletariat can finally emancipate itself only with the emancipation of all mankind, because the very nature of the proletariat enables its party to approach problems in terms of its present and future interests, because the party is boundlessly loyal to the people and has the spirit of self-sacrifice; hence its democratic centralism and iron discipline. Without such a party, it is impossible to maintain the dictatorship of the proletariat and to represent the interests of the whole people.

What will happen if it is announced halfway before entering the higher stage of communist society that the party of the proletariat has become a “party of the entire people” and if its proletarian class character is repudiated?

Does this not fundamentally conflict with the teachings of Marx and Lenin on the party of the proletariat?

Does this not disarm the proletariat and all the working people, organizationally and ideologically, and is it not tantamount to helping restore capitalism?

Is it not “going south by driving the chariot north” to talk about any transition to communist society in such circumstances?
(20) Over the past few years, certain persons have violated Lenin's integral teachings about the interrelationship of leaders, party, class, and masses, and raised the issue of "combating the cult of the individual": this is erroneous and harmful.

The theory propounded by Lenin is as follows:

a) The masses are divided into classes;
b) Classes are usually led by political parties;
c) Political parties, as a general rule, are directed by more or less stable groups composed of the most authoritative, influential, and experienced members, who are elected to the most responsible positions and are called leaders.

Lenin said, "All this is elementary."

The party of the proletariat is the headquarters of the proletariat in revolution and struggle. Every proletarian party must practise centralism based on democracy and establish a strong Marxist-Leninist leadership before it can become an organized and battle-worthy vanguard. To raise the question of "combating the cult of the individual" is actually to counterpose the leaders to the masses, undermine the Party's unified leadership which is based on democratic centralism, dissipate its fighting strength and disintegrate its ranks.

Lenin criticized the erroneous views which counterpose the leaders to the masses. He called them "ridiculously absurd and stupid."

The Communist Party of China has always disapproved of exaggerating the role of the individual, has advocated and persistently practised democratic centralism within the Party and advocated the linking of the leadership with the masses, maintaining that correct leadership must know how to concentrate the views of the masses.

While loudly combating the so-called cult of the individual, certain persons are in reality doing their best to defame the proletarian party and the dictatorship of the proletariat. At the same time, they are enormously exaggerating the role of certain individuals, shifting all errors onto others and claiming all credit for themselves.

What is more serious is that, under the pretext of "combating the cult of the individual," certain persons are cruelly interfering in the internal affairs of other fraternal parties and fraternal countries and forcing other fraternal parties to change their leadership in order to impose their own wrong line on these parties. What is all this if not great-power chauvinism, sectarianism and splitism? What is all this if not subversion?

It is high time to propagate seriously and comprehensively Lenin's integral teachings on the interrelationship of leaders, party, class, and masses.

(21) Relations between socialist countries are international relations of a new type. Relations between socialist countries, whether large or small, and whether more developed or less developed economically, must be based on the principles of complete equality, respect for territorial integrity, sovereignty and independence, and non-interference in each other's internal affairs, and must also be based on the principles of mutual support and mutual assistance in accordance with proletarian internationalism.

Every socialist country must rely mainly on itself for its construction.

In accordance with its own concrete conditions, every socialist country must rely first of all on the diligent labour and talents of its own people, utilize all its available resources fully and in a planned way, and bring all its potential into play in socialist construction. Only thus can it build socialism effectively and develop its economy speedily.

This is the only way for each socialist country to strengthen the might of the entire socialist camp and enhance its capacity to assist the revolutionary cause of the international proletariat. Therefore, to observe the principle of mainly relying on oneself in construction is to apply proletarian internationalism concretely.

If, proceeding only from its own partial interests, any socialist country unilaterally demands that other fraternal countries submit to its needs, and uses the pretext of opposing what they call "going it alone" and "nationalism" to prevent other fraternal countries from applying the principle of relying mainly on their own efforts in their construction and from developing their economies on the basis of independence, or even goes to the length of putting economic pressure on other fraternal countries—then these are pure manifestations of national egoism.

It is absolutely necessary for socialist countries to practise mutual economic assistance and co-operation and exchange. Such economic co-operation must be based on the principles of complete equality, mutual benefit and comradely mutual assistance.

It would be great-power chauvinism to deny these basic principles and, in the name of "international division of labour" or "specialization," to impose one's own will on others, infringe on the independence and sovereignty of fraternal countries or harm the interests of their people.

In relations among socialist countries it would be preposterous to follow the practice of gaining profit for oneself at the expense of others, a practice characteristic of relations among capitalist countries. Or go so far as to take the "economic integration" and the "common market," which monopoly capitalist groups have instituted for the purpose of seizing markets and grabbing profits, as examples which socialist countries ought to follow in their economic co-operation and mutual assistance.

(22) The 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement lay down the principles guiding relations among fraternal Parties. These are the principle of solidarity, the principle of mutual support and mutual assistance, the principle of independence and equality and the principle of reaching unanimity through consultation—all on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism.

We note that in its letter of March 30 the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. says that there are no "superior" and "subordinate" Parties in the communist movement, that all Communist Parties are independent and equal, and that they should all build their relations
on the basis of proletarian internationalism and mutual assistance.

It is a fine quality of Communists that their deeds are consistent with their words. The only correct way to safeguard and strengthen unity among the fraternal Parties is genuinely to adhere to, and not to violate, the principle of proletarian internationalism and genuinely to observe, and not to undermine, the principles guiding relations among fraternal Parties — and to do so not only in words but, much more important, in deeds.

If the principle of independence and equality is accepted in relations among fraternal Parties, then it is impermissible for any Party to place itself above others, to interfere in their internal affairs, and to adopt patriarchal ways in relations with them.

If it is accepted that there are no "superiors" and "subordinates" in relations among fraternal Parties, then it is impermissible to impose the programme, resolutions and line of one's own Party on other fraternal Parties as the "common programme" of the international communist movement.

If the principle of reaching unanimity through consultation is accepted in relations among fraternal Parties, then one should not emphasize "who is in the majority" or "who is in the minority" and bank on a so-called majority in order to force through one's own erroneous line and carry out sectarian and splitting policies.

If it is agreed that differences between fraternal Parties should be settled through inter-Party consultation, then other fraternal Parties should not be attacked publicly and by name at one's own congress or at other Party congresses, in speeches by Party leaders, resolutions, statements, etc.; and still less should the ideological differences among fraternal Parties be extended into the sphere of state relations.

We hold that in the present circumstances, when there are differences in the international communist movement, it is particularly important to stress strict adherence to the principles guiding relations among fraternal Parties as laid down in the Declaration and the Statement.

In the sphere of relations among fraternal Parties and countries, the question of Soviet-Albanian relations is an outstanding one at present. Here the question is what is the correct way to treat a fraternal Party and country and whether the principles guiding relations among fraternal Parties and countries stipulated in the Declaration and the Statement are to be adhered to. The correct solution of this question is an important matter of principle in safeguarding the unity of the socialist camp and the international communist movement.

How to treat the Marxist-Leninist fraternal Albanian Party of Labour is one question. How to treat the Yugoslav revisionist clique of traitors to Marxism-Leninism is quite another question. These two essentially different questions must on no account be placed on a par.

Your letter says that you "do not relinquish the hope that the relations between the C.P.S.U. and the Albanian Party of Labour may be improved," but at the same time you continue to attack the Albanian comrades for what you call "splitting activities." Clearly this is self-contradictory and in no way contributes to resolving the problem of Soviet-Albanian relations.

Who is it that has taken splitting actions in Soviet-Albanian relations?

Who is it that has extended the ideological differences between the Soviet and Albanian Parties to state relations?

Who is it that has brought the divergences between the Soviet and Albanian Parties and between the two countries into the open before the enemy?

Who is it that has openly called for a change in the Albanian Party and state leadership?

All this is plain and clear to the whole world.

Is it possible that the leading comrades of the C.P.S.U. do not really feel their responsibility for the fact that Soviet-Albanian relations have so seriously deteriorated?

We once again express our sincere hope that the leading comrades of the C.P.S.U. will observe the principles guiding relations among fraternal Parties and countries and take the initiative in seeking an effective way to improve Soviet-Albanian relations.

In short, the question of how to handle relations with fraternal Parties and countries must be taken seriously. Strict adherence to the principles guiding relations among fraternal Parties and countries is the only way forcefully to rebuff slanders such as those spread by the imperialists and reactionaries about the "hand of Moscow."

Proletarian internationalism is demanded of all Parties without exception, whether large or small, and whether in power or not. However, the larger Parties and the Parties in power bear a particularly heavy responsibility in this respect. The series of distressing developments which have occurred in the socialist camp in the past period have harmed the interests not only of the fraternal Parties concerned but also of the masses of the people in their countries. This convincingly demonstrates that the larger countries and Parties need to keep in mind Lenin's behest never to commit the error of great-power chauvinism.

The comrades of the C.P.S.U. state in their letter that "the Communist Party of the Soviet Union has never taken and will never take a single step that could sow hostility among the peoples of our country towards the fraternal Chinese people or other peoples." Here we do not desire to go back and enumerate the many unpleasant events that have occurred in the past, and we only wish that the comrades of the C.P.S.U. will strictly abide by this statement in their future actions.

During the past few years, our Party members and our people have exercised the greatest restraint in the face of a series of grave incidents which were in violation of the principles guiding relations among fraternal Parties and countries and despite the many difficulties and losses which have been imposed on us. The spirit of proletarian internationalism of the Chinese Communists and the Chinese people has stood a severe test.

The Communist Party of China is unswervingly loyal to proletarian internationalism, upholds and defends the principles of the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement.
guiding relations among fraternal Parties and countries, and safeguards and strengthens the unity of the socialist camp and the international communist movement.

(23) In order to carry out the common programme of the international communist movement unanimously agreed upon by the fraternal Parties, an uncompromising struggle must be waged against all forms of opportunism, which is a deviation from Marxism-Leninism.

The Declaration and the Statement point out that revisionism, or, in other words, Right opportunism, is the main danger in the international communist movement. Yugoslav revisionism typifies modern revisionism.

The Statement points out particularly:

The Communist Parties have unanimously condemned the Yugoslav variety of international opportunism, a variety of modern revisionist "theories" in concentrated form.

It goes on to say:

After betraying Marxism-Leninism, which they termed obsolete, the leaders of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia opposed their anti-Leninist revisionist programme to the Declaration of 1957; they set the League of Communists of Yugoslavia against the international communist movement as a whole, severed their country from the socialist camp, made it dependent on so-called "aid" from U.S. and other imperialists...

The Statement says further:

The Yugoslav revisionists carry on subversive work against the socialist camp and the world communist movement. Under the pretext of an extra-bloc policy, they engage in activities which prejudice the unity of all the peace-loving forces and countries.

Therefore, it draws the following conclusion:

Further exposure of the leaders of Yugoslav revisionists and active struggle to safeguard the communist movement and the working-class movement from the anti-Leninist ideas of the Yugoslav revisionists, remains an essential task of the Marxist-Leninist parties.

The question raised here is an important one of principle for the international communist movement.

Only recently the Tito clique have publicly stated that they are persisting in their revisionist programme and anti-Marxist-Leninist stand in opposition to the Declaration and the Statement.

U.S. imperialism and its NATO partners have spent several thousand millions of U.S. dollars nursing the Tito clique for a long time. Cloaked as "Marxist-Leninists" and flaunting the banner of a "socialist country," the Tito clique has been undermining the international communist movement and the revolutionary cause of the people of the world, serving as a special detachment of U.S. imperialism.

It is completely groundless and out of keeping with the facts to assert that Yugoslavia is showing "definite positive tendencies," that it is a "socialist country," and that the Tito clique is an "anti-imperialist force."

Certain persons are now attempting to introduce the Yugoslav revisionist clique into the socialist community and the international communist ranks. This is openly to tear up the agreement unanimously reached at the 1960 meeting of the fraternal Parties and is absolutely impermissible.

Over the past few years, the revisionist trend flooding the international working-class movement and the many experiences and lessons of the international communist movement have fully confirmed the correctness of the conclusion in the Declaration and the Statement that revisionism is the main danger in the international communist movement at present.

However, certain persons are openly saying that dogmatism and not revisionism is the main danger, or that dogmatism is no less dangerous than revisionism, etc. What sort of principle underlies all this?

Firm Marxist-Leninists and genuine Marxist-Leninist parties must put principles first. They must not barter away principles, approving one thing today and another tomorrow, advocating one thing today and another tomorrow.

Together with all Marxist-Leninists, the Chinese Communists will continue to wage an uncompromising struggle against modern revisionism in order to defend the purity of Marxism-Leninism and the principled stand of the Declaration and the Statement.

While combating revisionism, which is the main danger in the international communist movement, Communists must also combat dogmatism.

As stated in the 1957 Declaration, proletarian parties "should firmly adhere to the principle of combining...universal Marxist-Leninist truth with the specific practice of revolution and construction in their countries."

That is to say:

On the one hand, it is necessary at all times to adhere to the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism. Failure to do so will lead to Right opportunist or revisionist errors.

On the other hand, it is always necessary to proceed from reality, maintain close contact with the masses, constantly sum up the experience of mass struggles, and independently work out and apply policies and tactics suited to the conditions of one's own country. Errors of dogmatism will be committed if one fails to do so, if one mechanically copies the policies and tactics of another Communist Party, submits blindly to the will of others or accepts without analysis the programme and resolutions of another Communist Party as one's own line.

Some people are now violating this basic principle, which was long ago affirmed in the Declaration. On the pretext of "creatively developing Marxism-Leninism," they cast aside the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism. Moreover, they describe as "universal Marxist-Leninist truths" their own prescriptions which are based on nothing but subjective conjecture and are divorced from reality and from the masses, and they force others to accept these prescriptions unconditionally.

That is why many grave phenomena have come to pass in the international communist movement.
A most important lesson from the experience of the international communist movement is that the development and victory of a revolution depend on the existence of a revolutionary proletarian party.

There must be a revolutionary party.

There must be a revolutionary party built according to the revolutionary theory and revolutionary style of Marxism-Leninism.

There must be a revolutionary party able to integrate the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism with the concrete practice of the revolution in its own country.

There must be a revolutionary party able to link the leadership closely with the broad masses of the people.

There must be a revolutionary party that perseveres in the truth, corrects its errors and knows how to conduct criticism and self-criticism.

Only such a revolutionary party can lead the proletariat and the broad masses of the people in defeating imperialism and its lackeys, winning a thorough victory in the national democratic revolution and winning the socialist revolution.

If a party is not a proletarian revolutionary party but a bourgeois reformist party;

If it is not a Marxist-Leninist party but a revisionist party;

If it is not a vanguard party of the proletariat but a party tailing after the bourgeoisie;

If it is not a party representing the interests of the proletariat and all the working people but a party representing the interests of the labour aristocracy;

If it is not an internationalist party but a nationalist party;

If it is not a party that can use its brains to think for itself and acquire an accurate knowledge of the trends of the different classes in its own country through serious investigation and study, and knows how to apply the universal truth of Marxism-Leninism and integrate it with the concrete practice of its own country, but instead is a party that parrots the words of others, copies foreign experience without analysis, runs hither and thither in response to the baton of certain persons abroad, and has become a hodgepodge of revisionism, dogmatism and everything but Marxist-Leninist principle;

Then such a party is absolutely incapable of leading the proletariat and the masses in revolutionary struggle, absolutely incapable of winning the revolution and absolutely incapable of fulfilling the great historical mission of the proletariat.

This is a question all Marxist-Leninists, all class-conscious workers and all progressive people everywhere need to ponder deeply.

June 21, 1963

It is the duty of Marxist-Leninists to distinguish between truth and falsehood with respect to the differences that have arisen in the international communist movement. In the common interest of the unity for struggle against the enemy, we have always advocated solving problems through inter-Party consultations and opposed bringing differences into the open before the enemy.

As the comrades of the C.P.S.U. know, the public polemics in the international communist movement have been provoked by certain fraternal Party leaders and forced on us.

Since a public debate has been provoked, it ought to be conducted on the basis of equality among fraternal Parties and of democracy, and by presenting the facts and reasoning things out.

Since certain Party leaders have publicly attacked other fraternal Parties and provoked a public debate, it is our opinion that they have no reason or right to forbid the fraternal Parties attacked to make public replies.

Since certain Party leaders have published innumerable articles attacking other fraternal Parties, why do they not publish in their own press the articles those Parties have written in reply?

Latterly, the Communist Party of China has been subjected to preposterous attacks. The attackers have raised a great hue and cry and, disregarding the facts, have fabricated many charges against us. We have published these articles and speeches attacking us in our own press.

We have also published in full in our press the Soviet leader's report at the meeting of the Supreme Soviet on December 12, 1962, the Pravda editorial board's article of January 7, 1963, the speech of the head of the C.P.S.U. delegation at the Sixth Congress of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany on January 16, 1963 and the Pravda editorial board's article of February 10, 1963.

We have also published the full texts of the two letters from the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. dated February 21 and March 30, 1963.

We have replied to some of the articles and speeches in which fraternal Parties have attacked us, but have not yet replied to others. For example, we have not directly replied to the many articles and speeches of the comrades of the C.P.S.U.

Between December 15, 1962, and March 8, 1963, we wrote seven articles in reply to our attackers. These articles are entitled:

"Workers of All Countries, Unite, Oppose Our Common Enemy?"

"The Differences Between Comrade Togliatti and Us."

"Leninism and Modern Revisionism."

"Let Us Unite on the Basis of the Moscow Declaration and the Moscow Statement."

"Whence the Differences? — A Reply to Thorez and Other Comrades."

"More on the Differences Between Comrade Togliatti and Us — Some Important Problems of Leninism in the Contemporary World."
"A Comment on the Statement of the Communist Party of the U.S.A."

Presumably, you are referring to these articles when towards the end of your letter of March 30 you accuse the Chinese press of making "groundless attacks" on the C.P.S.U. It is turning things upside down to describe articles replying to our attackers as "attacks."

Since you describe our articles as "groundless" and as so very bad, why do you not publish all seven of these "groundless attacks," in the same way as we have published your articles, and let all the Soviet comrades and Soviet people think for themselves and judge who is right and who wrong? You are of course entitled to make a point-by-point refutation of these articles you consider "groundless attacks."

Although you call our articles "groundless" and our arguments wrong, you do not tell the Soviet people what our arguments actually are. This practice can hardly be described as showing a serious attitude towards the discussion of problems by fraternal Parties, towards the truth or towards the masses.

We hope that the public debate among fraternal Parties can be stopped. This is a problem that has to be dealt with in accordance with the principles of independence, of equality and of reaching unanimity through consultation among fraternal Parties. In the international communist movement, no one has the right to launch attacks whenever he wants, or to order the "ending of open polemics" whenever he wants to prevent the other side from replying.

It is known to the comrades of the C.P.S.U. that, in order to create a favourable atmosphere for convening the meeting of the fraternal Parties, we have decided temporarily to suspend, as from March 9, 1963, public replies to the public attacks directed by name against us by comrades of fraternal Parties. We reserve the right of public reply.

In our letter of March 9, we said that on the question of suspending public debate "it is necessary that our two Parties and the fraternal Parties concerned should have some discussion and reach an agreement that is fair and acceptable to all."

The foregoing are our views regarding the general line of the international communist movement and some related questions of principle. We hope, as we indicated at the beginning of this letter, that the frank presentation of our views will be conducive to mutual understanding. Of course, comrades may agree or disagree with these views. But in our opinion, the questions we discuss here are the crucial questions calling for attention and solution by the international communist movement. We hope that all these questions and also those raised in your letter will be fully discussed in the talks between our two Parties and at the meeting of representatives of all the fraternal Parties.

In addition, there are other questions of common concern, such as the criticism of Stalin and some important matters of principle regarding the international communist movement which were raised at the 20th and 22nd Congresses of the C.P.S.U., and we hope that on these questions, too, there will be a frank exchange of opinion in the talks.

With regard to the talks between our two Parties, in our letter of March 9 we proposed that Comrade Khrushchov come to Peing; if this was not convenient, we proposed that another responsible comrade of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. lead a delegation to Peing or that we send a delegation to Moscow.

Since you have stated in your letter of March 30 that Comrade Khrushchov cannot come to China, and since you have not expressed a desire to send a delegation to China, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China has decided to send a delegation to Moscow.

In your letter of March 30, you invited Comrade Mao Tse-tung to visit the Soviet Union. As early as February 23, Comrade Mao Tse-tung in his conversation with the Soviet Ambassador to China clearly stated the reason why he was not prepared to visit the Soviet Union at the present time. You were well aware of this.

When a responsible comrade of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China received the Soviet Ambassador to China on May 9, he informed you that we would send a delegation to Moscow in the middle of June. Later, in compliance with the request of the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U., we agreed to postpone the talks between our two Parties to July 5.

We sincerely hope that the talks between the Chinese and Soviet Parties will yield positive results and contribute to the preparations for convening the meeting of all Communist and Workers' Parties.

It is now more than ever necessary for all Communists to unite on the basis of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism and of the Declaration and the Statement unanimously agreed upon by the fraternal Parties.

Together with Marxist-Leninist parties and revolutionary people the world over, the Communist Party of China will continue its unremitting efforts to uphold the interests of the socialist camp and the international communist movement, the cause of the emancipation of the oppressed peoples and nations, and the struggle against imperialism and for world peace.

We hope that events which grieve those near and dear to us and only gladden the enemy will not recur in the international communist movement in the future.

The Chinese Communists firmly believe that the Marxist-Leninists, the proletariat and the revolutionary people everywhere will unite more closely, overcome all difficulties and obstacles and win still greater victories in the struggle against imperialism and for world peace, and in the fight for the revolutionary cause of the people of the world and the cause of international communism.

Workers of all countries, unite! Workers and oppressed peoples and nations of the world, unite! Oppose our common enemy!

With communist greetings.

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of China

Peking Review, No. 25
The Letter of the Central Committee of The C.P.S.U. to the Central Committee Of the C.P.C.  

March 30, 1963

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of China

Dear Comrades,

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union notes with satisfaction that our proposals on measures aimed at strengthening unity and solidarity in the ranks of the communist movement have met with a favourable response on the part of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China. We welcome your agreement to the holding of a meeting between representatives of the C.P.S.U. and C.P.C. This meeting is called upon to play an important part in creating a favourable atmosphere in relations between the fraternal Parties and in smoothing out the differences which have arisen in recent times in the world communist movement. We would like to hope that as a result of this meeting it will be possible to carry out a number of constructive measures to surmount existing difficulties.

In its letter the C.P.C. Central Committee invites Comrade N.S. Khrushchov to visit Peking en route to Cambodia. The C.P.S.U. Central Committee and Comrade N.S. Khrushchov express gratitude for this invitation. Comrade N.S. Khrushchov would with great pleasure visit the People's Republic of China, and meet the leadership of the Communist Party of China to exchange views on urgent questions of the international situation and of the communist movement with the object of achieving a common understanding of our tasks and strengthening solidarity between our Parties. However, it is not in fact planned that Comrade N.S. Khrushchov will make a tour of Cambodia as you mention in your letter. As we all know, in conformity with a decision passed by our leading bodies on February 12, 1963, Comrade L.I. Brezhnev, President of the Presidium of the U.S.S.R. Supreme Soviet, will travel to Cambodia, as the Cambodian Government has already been notified and as has been announced in the press. Comrade N.S. Khrushchov, who has already visited the People's Republic of China three times, does not lose hope of availing himself of your kind invitation in the future to visit China and meet the Chinese comrades.

We remember that during his stay in Moscow in 1957 Comrade Mao Tse-tung said that he had only been in the U.S.S.R. twice and had only visited Moscow and Leningrad. He expressed the desire to visit the Soviet Union again to become better acquainted with our country. He said then that he would like to travel from the Far Eastern borders of our country to the western borders, and from the northern to the southern borders. We welcomed this desire of Comrade Mao Tse-tung.

The C.P.S.U. Central Committee sent a letter to Comrade Mao Tse-tung on May 12, 1960, inviting him to come and spend a holiday in the U.S.S.R. and familiarize himself with the life of the Soviet people. Unfortunately, Comrade Mao Tse-tung could not at that time avail himself of our invitation. The C.P.S.U. Central Committee would welcome a visit by Comrade Mao Tse-tung. The best time for such a visit would be the approaching spring or summer, which are the good seasons of the year in our country. We are also ready at any other time to give a worthy reception to Comrade Mao Tse-tung as a representative of a fraternal Party and of the fraternal Chinese people. In this tour of our country, Comrade Mao Tse-tung would not, of course, be alone. Comrades from the leadership of our Party would go with him, and it would be a fine opportunity for an exchange of opinion on different questions. Comrade Mao Tse-tung would be able to see how the Soviet people are working, and what successes they have scored in the construction of communism and in the implementation of the Programme of our Party.

If a visit by Comrade Mao Tse-tung to Moscow cannot take place at present, we are ready to accept your ideas about a top-level meeting between representatives of the C.P.S.U. and C.P.C. in Moscow. We believe that a meeting of this kind could take place around May 15, 1963, if this date is acceptable to you.

We are very pleased that the Chinese comrades, like ourselves, regard the forthcoming meeting of representatives of the C.P.C. and the C.P.S.U. as a "necessary step in preparing for the meeting of representatives of Communist and Workers' Parties of all countries." Indeed, without violating the principle of equality and without infringing upon the interests of other fraternal Parties, this meeting must facilitate the better preparation and holding of the meeting. Without such a meeting, and without the ending of open polemics in the press and of criticism within the Party of other fraternal Parties, preparation for the meeting and the achievement of its main aim — the strengthening of the unity of the international communist movement — would be difficult. Precisely for this reason the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U., while agreeing with the proposals made by the Vietnamese, Indonesian, British, Swedish and other comrades at the beginning of 1962 regarding the convocation of a meet-
ing of fraternal Parties of all countries, at the same time stressed the need for taking such measures as would create a favourable atmosphere for the work of the world communist forum.

In its letter of February 22, 1962, the Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. urged that "unnecessary arguments be stopped regarding questions on which we have different opinions, that public statements capable of aggravating rather than smoothing out our differences be given up." In the letter to the Central Committee of the C.P.C. of May 31, 1962, we wrote: "As you are well aware, our Party has always come out and still comes out for collective discussion of vital problems of the world communist movement. The Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. was the initiator of the Meetings of Fraternal Parties in 1957 and 1960. In both these meetings the questions were connected with the need for working out corresponding tactics in the communist movement. Now too we fully support the proposal for the convocation of a meeting of all the fraternal Parties."

We considered it would be useful in the preparations for such a meeting that the fraternal Parties could thoroughly and profoundly analyse the new phenomena in international affairs and their own activity in carrying out the collective decisions of our movement. The Central Committee of the C.P.S.U. displayed concern, perfectly understandable to all Communists, that the meeting should not aggravate the differences but do as much as possible to overcome them.

In their pronouncements many of the leaders of fraternal Parties have recently been justly expressing the same point of view on the necessity of taking, before the meeting, a number of steps to create a normal situation in the communist movement and to place conflicts of opinions within the permissible bounds of a comradely Party discussion. Now you also agree with this, as is seen from your letter, and it can be said that certain progress has been made in the preparation of the forthcoming meeting.

It goes without saying that when our two Parties are discussing questions concerning all fraternal Parties, the discussion can only be of a preliminary nature. The 1957 and 1960 Meetings have shown that the elaboration of the policy of the international communist movement can be successful only if all fraternal Parties collectively take part in it and if due consideration is given to the extensive experience of all its component detachments.

We have attentively studied your views concerning the range of questions which could be discussed at the meeting of representatives of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China. These are important questions, and we are ready to discuss them.

In our turn, we would like to dwell in this letter on some questions of principle, which, in our opinion, are the centre of attention of the fraternal Parties and their struggle for our common cause. We do not mean, of course, an exhaustive statement of our views on these questions. We only wish to note that which is of paramount importance, by which we are guided in our policy in the international arena and in our relations with fraternal Parties.

We hope that this statement of our views will help to define the range of questions requiring an exchange of opinions at a bilateral meeting and will contribute to overcoming the existing differences. We are doing this so as to stress once again our determination to uphold firmly and consistently the ideological standpoint of the entire world communist movement, its general line as expressed in the Declaration and the Statement.

During the time that has passed since the adoption of the Declaration and the Statement, experience has not only not invalidated any of its main conclusions, but has, on the contrary, fully confirmed the correctness of the course taken by the world communist movement, as worked out jointly through generalization of present-day experience and the creative development of Marxism-Leninism.

The Communist Party of the Soviet Union proceeds from the basis that our epoch, whose main content is the transition from capitalism to socialism, initiated by the Great October Socialist Revolution, is an epoch of struggle between two opposed social systems, an epoch of socialist revolutions and national-liberation revolutions, an epoch of the collapse of imperialism, of the abolition of the colonial system, an epoch of transition to socialism by ever more nations, of the triumph of socialism and communism on a world scale.

The situation that has developed in the world and the changes in the development of the class forces in the international arena which opened up new opportunities for our movement demanded that a general line be worked out for the world communist movement, a general line in conformity with its basic tasks at the present stage.

After the Second World War a number of countries in Europe took the road of socialism, a socialist revolution triumphed in China and other Asian countries, and a world socialist system was formed. The new system grew strong in the countries of People's Democracy and was able to ensure a rapid rate of economic, political and cultural development in the countries following the road of socialism. The socialist community was closely united politically and militarily. Thanks to the achievements of the Soviet Union and other fraternal countries the correlation of forces in the world changed substantially in favour of socialism, and to the detriment of imperialism. An important part in this respect was played by the ending of America's monopoly of atomic and hydrogen weapons and by the creation of a mighty war potential by the Soviet Union.

The formation of the world socialist system is a historic achievement of the international working class and of all the working people. This achievement is the incarnation of mankind's dreams of a new society. The growth of production and the vast achievements of science and engineering in the socialist countries have helped to provide the socialist community with an economic and military might that reliably defends the gains of socialism and also serves as a mighty mainstay of peace and security for the peoples of the world.
The radical change in the correlation of forces is also connected with a further intensification of the general crisis of capitalism, the intensification of all its contradictions. After the end of the Second World War a change occurred in the distribution of forces within the imperialist camp. Following the economic centre, the political and military centres of imperialism also shifted from Europe to the United States of America. The monopolist bourgeoisie of the U.S.A. has become the main citadel of international reaction, and has assumed the role of the saviour of capitalism. The American imperialists are now performing the functions of an international gendarme. Using the policy of military blocs, the American imperialists endeavour to subordinate to their rule other capitalist states. This evokes opposition to the United States on the part of France, West Germany, Japan and other major capitalist states. The recovery of the economy of the capitalist countries which had suffered in the world war, and their rate of development, more rapid than in the United States, intensify the desire of a number of European countries to free themselves from the American diktat. All this leads to the aggravation of existing centres of imperialist competition and conflicts, and the appearance of new ones and weakens the capitalist system on the whole.

The anti-popular and rapacious nature of imperialism has not changed, but with the formation of the world socialist system and the growth of its economic and military might the ability of imperialism to influence the course of historical development has been noticeably narrowed, while the forms and methods of its struggle against the socialist countries and the world revolutionary and national-liberation movement have changed. The imperialists are frightened by the tempestuous growth of the forces of socialism and the national-liberation movement, they unite their forces, make feverish efforts to continue the struggle for their exploiting aims, and everywhere strive to undermine the positions of the socialist countries and the national-liberation movement, and to weaken their influence.

It is perfectly obvious that in our age the main content and the chief trends of the historical development of human society are no longer determined by imperialism but by the world socialist system, by all the progressive forces struggling against imperialism for the reorganization of society along socialist lines. The contradiction between capitalism and socialism is the chief contradiction of our epoch. On the outcome of the struggle of the two world systems the destinies of peace, democracy and socialism depend to a decisive extent. And the correlation of forces in the world arena is changing all the time in favour of socialism.

The struggle of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America for their national and social liberation, and the successes already achieved in this field, the growing struggle of the working class, of all the working people of the capitalist countries against the monopolies and against exploitation, in the interests of social progress, are of the greatest importance for the destinies of the historical development of mankind. Socialist revolutions, national-liberation anti-imperialist and anti-colonial revolutions, people's democratic revolutions, extensive peasant movements, the struggle of the masses for the overthrow of fascist and other tyrannical regimes, general democratic movements against national oppression—in our time all these merge into a single world revolutionary stream undermining and destroying capitalism.

Working out its policy in conformity with the new conditions, the world communist movement could not fail to take into account quite seriously also such an important factor as the radical qualitative change in the military-technical means of waging war resulting from the emergence and stockpiling of thermonuclear weapons possessing unprecedented destructive force. Until disarmament is effected the socialist community must always maintain superiority over the imperialists in their armed forces. We shall never allow the imperialists to forget that should they unleash a war with the aim of deciding by force of arms whether mankind must develop along the road of capitalism or of socialism, it will be the last war, the one in which imperialism will be finally routed.

Under present-day conditions it is the duty of all champions of peace and socialism to use to the utmost the existing favourable opportunities for the victory of socialism, and not to allow imperialism to unleash a world war.

The correct analysis of the alignment of class forces in the world arena, and the correct Marxist-Leninist policy elaborated at the Moscow Meetings, made it possible for the fraternal Parties to gain major successes in developing the world socialist system, and facilitated the growth of the class revolutionary struggle in the capitalist countries and of the national-liberation movement.

The socialist system is exerting an ever growing influence on the course of world development. The entire world revolutionary process is today developing under the direct influence of the great example provided by the new life in the countries of socialism. The more successfully the ideas of communism make their way to the minds and hearts of the general masses, the greater and more significant are our achievements in the building of socialism and communism. It is, therefore, clear that he who wants to bring closer the victory of socialism throughout the entire world should, in the first place, show concern for strengthening the great socialist community and its economic might, should seek to raise the standard of living of its peoples, develop science, engineering and culture, consolidate its unity and solidarity and the growth of its international authority. The Statement of the Moscow Meeting places the responsibility to the international working-class movement for the successful building of socialism and communism on the Marxist-Leninist parties and the peoples of the socialist countries.

Tirelessly strengthening the world socialist system, the fraternal Parties and peoples of our countries make their contribution to the great cause of the struggle of the international working class, of all the working people, of the entire liberation movement for solving the basic
problems of the day in the interests of peace, democracy and socialism.

The present correlation of forces in the world arena gave the socialist countries, together with all peace-loving forces, the opportunity of envisaging as an entirely feasible task for the first time in history that of averting a new world war and of ensuring peace and security of the peoples.

The years that have passed since the adoption of this Statement have fully corroborated the correctness of this thesis. The failure of the aggressive forces to push mankind over the abyss of a destructive thermonuclear war is a highly important result of the strengthening of the might of the socialist countries, of the peace-loving foreign policy which they unswervingly pursue and which is increasingly winning recognition and support among hundreds of millions of people and gaining the upper hand over the imperialist policy of aggression and war.

No Marxist doubts that imperialism, losing one position after another, is trying by every means to preserve its domination over peoples and to regain its lost positions. At present the greatest conspiracy ever of the international imperialists is taking place against the countries of socialism and the world movement of liberation. Of course, there is no guarantee that the imperialists will not try to unleash a world war. The Communists should clearly see this danger.

But the position of the aggressor under present-day conditions radically differs from his position before the Second World War and, even more, before the First World War. In the past, wars usually ended with some capitalist countries defeating others, but the vanquished continued to live, regained their strength after a time, and even proved able to start renewed aggression, as is shown, in particular, by the example of Germany. A thermonuclear war does not offer such a prospect to any aggressor, and the imperialists are compelled to reckon with this. Fear of a retaliatory blow, fear of retribution, keeps them from letting loose a world war. The socialist community has become so strong that imperialism can no longer impose its conditions on the peoples and dictate its will as before. This is a historic gain by the international working class and the peoples of all countries.

By virtue of its predatory nature imperialism cannot get rid of the desire to solve contradictions in the international arena by means of war. But on the other hand it cannot unleash a world thermonuclear war without realizing that it will thereby place itself in danger of being destroyed.

A world war, such as imperialism threatens mankind with, is not fatally inevitable. With the balance of forces increasingly tipping in favour of socialism and against imperialism, and with the forces of peace increasingly gaining weight over the forces of war, it will become really possible to rule out the possibility of world war from the life of society even before socialism fully triumphs on earth, with capitalism still existing in a part of the world.

Of course, to prevent such a war it is necessary to continue strengthening the socialist system to the utmost and to rally all the forces of the international working-class and the national-liberation movement, to rally all democratic forces. Those who prize the interests of socialism and the interests of peace must do everything to frustrate the criminal designs of world reaction and to prevent it from unleashing a thermonuclear war and dragging hundreds of millions of people down into the grave with it. A sober appraisal of the inevitable consequences that a thermonuclear war would have for the whole of mankind and for the cause of socialism sets before Marxist-Leninists the need to do everything in our power to prevent a new world conflict.

The C.P.S.U. Central Committee firmly abides by the thesis of the 1960 Statement that "In a world divided into two systems, the only correct and reasonable principle of international relations is the principle of peaceful coexistence of states with different social systems advanced by V.I. Lenin and further elaborated in the Moscow Declaration and Peace Manifesto of 1957, in the decisions of the 20th and 21st Congresses of the C.P.S.U., and in the documents of other Communist and Workers' Parties."

Our Party, which the great Lenin educated in the spirit of relentless struggle against imperialism, keeps in mind Lenin's warning that moribund capitalism is still able to cause humanity untold calamities. The Soviet Union is doing everything to boost its economy and to improve its defences on this basis; it is building up its armed might and maintaining its armed forces in a state of constant readiness. However, we have employed and will continue to employ our country's increasing might not to threaten anyone or to fan war passions, but to consolidate peace, prevent another world war, and defend our own country and the other socialist countries.

The policy of peaceful coexistence accords with the vital interests of all the peoples; it serves to strengthen the positions of socialism, to help the international influence of the socialist countries, and to increase the authority and influence of the Communists.

Peaceful coexistence does not imply conciliation between socialist and bourgeois ideologies. That policy would spell abandonment of Marxism-Leninism and obstruction of the building of socialism. Bourgeois ideology is a sort of Trojan horse, which imperialism is trying to sneak into the ranks of the communist and working-class movement. The peaceful coexistence of states with different social systems presupposes an unremitting ideological, political and economic struggle between the two social systems, and the class struggle of the working people inside the countries of the capitalist system, including armed struggle when the peoples find that necessary, and the steady advance of the national-liberation movement among the peoples of the colonial and dependent countries.

The facts go to show that efforts to prevent a world war in no way weaken the forces of the world communist and national-liberation movements but on the contrary rally the broadest masses to the Communists. It was precisely in conditions of peaceful coexistence be-
tween states with different social systems that the socialist revolution triumphed on Cuba, that the Algerian people gained national independence, that more than 40 countries won national independence, that the fraternal parties grew in number and strength, and that the influence of the world communist movement increased.

Availing themselves of the conditions of peaceful coexistence, the socialist countries are scoring more and more successes, in the economic competition with capitalism. Our adversaries realize that it is difficult for them to count on winning the competition against us. They are unable to keep up with the rapid economic advance of the socialist countries; they are powerless in the face of the appeal that the example of the socialist countries makes to the peoples under capitalism's yoke.

As the economy of the socialist commonwealth advances, the advantages and superiority of socialism, and the greater opportunities of the working people to obtain material and spiritual riches, as compared to capitalism, will display themselves more and more vividly. The rising standards of living in the socialist countries are a great magnet for the working class of all the capitalist countries. The achievements of the socialist commonwealth will constitute a kind of catalyst, a revolutionizing factor in broadening the class struggle in the capitalist countries and enabling the working class to triumph over capitalism.

The peoples embarking on socialism inherit from the past economies and cultures at different levels. Regardless of this, however, socialism awakens mighty productive forces — as exemplified by the Soviet Union and the People's Democracies. The Soviet Union has already outpaced the leading capitalist countries of Europe in economic development and has taken second place in the world; the time is not far off when it will take first place in the world. The other socialist countries have likewise gained great successes. The socialist system is so progressive by nature that it enables the peoples to swiftly eliminate their backwardness, to catch up with the more highly developed countries, and, marching in one rank with them, to fight for the building of communism.

All this inspires the peoples, giving them the conviction that they can embark upon the road of socialism and score achievements, regardless of their present level of historical development. The advance of the peoples to a new life is facilitated by their opportunity to select the best from the world's experience in building socialism, taking into account the merits and the shortcomings in the practices of socialist construction.

The faster the productive forces of the socialist countries develop, the higher their economic potential will rise, and the stronger the influence of the socialist community will become on the rate and trend of the whole of historical development in the interests of peace and of the complete triumph of socialism.

Our Party proceeds from the thesis that there are favourable international and internal conditions in the present epoch for more and more countries to go over to socialism. This is true of the developed capitalist countries as well as of the countries which have recently achieved national independence.

The world revolutionary process is developing on an ever larger scale, embracing all continents. The struggle of the working class in the developed capitalist countries and the national-liberation movement are closely linked, and help one another. The course of social development has led to a situation in which the revolutionary struggle, in whichever country it takes place, is directed against the main common enemy, imperialism and the monopoly bourgeoisie.

The Marxist-Leninist parties throughout the world have a common ultimate aim, to mobilize all forces in the struggle for the winning of power by the workers and the labouring peasantry, and to build socialism and communism. In drawing up the tactical policy for their struggle, every Communist Party must take into account the experience of the entire world communist movement, must take into consideration those interests, aims and tasks set by our movement as a whole, its general line at the present time.

But at the same time, the working out of forms and methods of fighting for socialism in each separate country is the internal affair of the working class of that country and of its communist vanguard. No other fraternal Party, whatever its membership, experience and authority, can lay down the tactics, forms and methods of the revolutionary struggle in other countries. Revolution is the cause of the masses themselves. An accurate analysis of the actual situation and a correct estimation of the correlation of forces are among the most important conditions of a revolution. The enthusiasm of the revolutionary masses in the struggle for the victory of a socialist revolution cannot be kept back when objective and subjective conditions are ripe. It would be tantamount to death. But a revolution cannot be artificially instigated if conditions for it are not yet ripe. A premature uprising, as the experience of the revolutionary class struggle teaches, is doomed to failure. Communists rally the working people under the red banner in order to win in the struggle for a better life on earth, and not to perish, even though heroically. Heroism and self-sacrifice, necessary in revolutionary battles, are of no use by themselves, but only for the victory of the great ideas of socialism.

The C.P.S.U. has always hailed and will continue to hail the revolutionary working class and the working people of any country who, headed by their communist vanguard, make skilful use of the revolutionary situation to inflict a crushing blow against the class enemy and to establish a new social system.

The tactics and policy of the Communist Parties in the capitalist countries have in common substantial features connected with the present stage of the general crisis of capitalism and the correlation of forces that has developed in the international arena. The development of state-monopoly capitalism has, besides aggravating the contradictions of the capitalist society which appeared before, also given birth to new contradictions. State-monopoly capitalism has led to a still greater nar-
rowing of the social base of imperialism within a country, and to the concentration of power in the hands of a small group of the strongest monopolists. This gives rise, on the other hand, to a joint anti-monopoly movement embracing the working class, the peasants, the petty bourgeoisie, the working intellectuals and certain other sections of capitalist society interested in freeing themselves from the sway of the monopolies and from exploitation, and interested in changing over to socialism.

Our time is characterized by a sharp growth in the significance of democratic movements — the struggle for world peace, for the prevention of a world thermonuclear catastrophe, for the preservation of national sovereignty; movements in defence of democracy, against the onslaught of fascism, for the introduction of agrarian transformations, the humanistic movement in defence of culture, and others.

Our Party fully adheres to Leninist principles and to the principles expressed in the Statement, in saying that socialist revolution is not necessarily connected with war. If world wars bring about triumphant revolutions, revolutions are nevertheless quite possible without wars.

If Communists were to start tying up the victory of the socialist revolution with world war, this would not evoke any sympathy for socialism, but would drive the masses away from it. With modern means of warfare having such terrible destructive consequences, an appeal like this would only play into the hands of our enemies.

The working class and its vanguard, the Marxist-Leninist parties, endeavour to carry out socialist revolutions in a peaceful way without civil war. The realization of such a possibility is in keeping with the interests of the working class and all the people, and with the national interests of the country. At the same time the choice of the means of developing the revolution depends not only on the working class. If the exploiting classes resort to violence against the people, the working class will be forced to use non-peaceful means of seizing power. Everything depends on the particular conditions and on the distribution of class forces within the country and in the world arena.

Naturally, no matter what means are used for the transition from capitalism to socialism, such a transition is possible only by means of a socialist revolution and of the dictatorship of the proletariat in various forms. Appreciating highly the selfless struggle of the working class headed by the Communists in the capitalist countries, the C.P.S.U. considers it its duty to render them every kind of aid and support.

Our Party regards the national-liberation movement as an integral part of the world revolutionary process, as a mighty force destroying the front of imperialism. The peoples of the former colonies are today rising to full stature as independent creators of history, and are seeking ways to promote their national economy and culture. The growth of the forces of the socialist system actively helps the liberation of the oppressed peoples, their achievement of economic independence, the further development and expansion of the national-liberation movement, and the peoples’ struggle against all forms of old and new colonialism.

The national-liberation movement has entered the final stage of the abolition of colonial regimes. The time is not far off when all the peoples as yet living under the yoke of the colonialists will win freedom and independence. The freed peoples are now faced with the problem of consolidating political independence, overcoming economic and cultural backwardness and putting an end to all forms of dependence upon imperialism.

The countries that have thrown off the colonial yoke carry out the vital tasks of national resurgence successfully only in vigorous struggle against imperialism and the remnants of feudalism, by uniting all the patriotic forces of the nation in a single national front — the working class, the peasantry, the national bourgeoisie and the democratic intellectuals.

The peoples who are fighting for their national liberation and have already won political independence have ceased, or are ceasing, to serve as a reserve for imperialism; with the support of the socialist states and of all progressive forces they are more and more frequently inflicting defeats upon the imperialist powers and coalitions.

The young national states are developing at a time when there is competition between the two world social systems. This circumstance has the strongest influence upon their political and economic development, upon the choice of the roads they will follow in the future. The states that have recently achieved their national liberation belong neither to the system of socialist states nor to the system of capitalist states, but the overwhelming majority of them have not yet broken away from the orbit of the world capitalist economy, although they hold a special place there. This part of the world is still exploited by the capitalist monopolies.

Now when political independence has been won, the struggle of the young sovereign states against imperialism, for their ultimate national revival, for economic independence, comes to the forefront. The achievement of complete independence by the developing countries would mean a further serious weakening of imperialism, for then the entire present system of the predatory, unequal international division of labour would be destroyed, and the foundation of the economic exploitation of the "world countryside" by the capitalist monopolies would be undermined. The development of independent national economies in the developing countries relying upon the effective assistance of the socialist system will deal a further heavy blow against imperialism.

In the struggle for the attainment and consolidation of independence it is necessary to muster the whole of a nation’s forces in readiness to fight against imperialism. In an endeavour to strengthen its dominant position after the attainment of independence, the Right-wing national bourgeoisie sometimes succeeds in establishing reactionary political regimes for a time, and starts persecuting Communists and other democrats. However, such regimes are short-lived for the simple reason that they
obstruct progress and the solution of vital national problems — primarily the attainment of economic independence and the development of productive forces. That is why, in spite of the active support of the imperialists, these regimes will be overthrown as a result of the struggle of the masses.

The C.P.S.U. regards fraternal alliance with the peoples who have shaken off the colonial yoke and with the peoples of semi-colonial states as one of the cornerstones of its international policy. Our Party considers it its international duty to help the peoples who have taken the road of winning and consolidating national independence, and the peoples fighting for the complete abolition of the colonial system. The Soviet Union has always supported the sacred wars of the peoples for freedom, and given every kind of moral, economic, military and political support to the national-liberation movement.

The Soviet people gave great support to the Algerian people when they fought against the French colonialists. When the Yemeni people rose up in revolt against slavery in their country, we were the first to offer them a helping hand. We rendered various kinds of aid to the Indonesian people in their struggle for the liberation of West Irian, against the Dutch imperialists who got their support from the U.S. imperialists. We hail the struggle of the Indonesian people for the liberation of Northern Kalimantan.

Colonialists, both old and new, are busy weaving intrigues and plots against the liberation movement of the peoples of Southeast Asia. Our sympathies and support are invariably with those who fight for national freedom and independence. We are deeply convinced that, in spite of all the efforts of the American imperialists and their puppets, the peoples of south Viet Nam and south Korea will be victorious in their struggle and will achieve the reunification of their native lands.

W HILE being against the export of revolution, our Party has always done everything to prevent the export of counter-revolution. We are firmly convinced that the interconnection and unity of action of the three great revolutionary forces of our time — the peoples building socialism and communism, the international revolutionary working-class movement, and the national-liberation movement — are the foundation of the peoples' struggle against imperialism, and a guarantee of their victory.

The entire course of world development in recent years has fully confirmed the correctness of the policy of the communist movement, which has yielded remarkable practical results. Thanks to the realization of this policy, the forces fighting against imperialism, for peace, national independence and socialism, have scored new successes. The C.P.S.U. considers it its duty consistently and steadfastly to carry out this policy.

We are firmly convinced that there are no grounds for a revision of this policy.

Besides this, the C.P.S.U. Central Committee is of the opinion that it would be beneficial during the preparations for the meeting, as well as at the meeting of representatives of Communist and Workers' Parties, to exchange opinions on the new aspects with which life has in recent years enriched the policy of the world communist movement as laid down in the Declaration and Statement.

I N your letter, dear comrades, you justly note that the guarantee of all our achievements is the strengthening of the unity of the communist movement and the solidarity of the socialist countries. In recent time the C.P.S.U. has at its congresses and at international communist meetings time and again expressed its conception of the principles concerning the relations between Marxist-Leninist parties. We emphasized, for the whole world to see, that in the communist movement, just as in the socialist community, all Communist and Workers' Parties, of all socialist countries have always been completely equal. In the communist movement there are no "higher ranking" and "subordinate" Parties. And it could not be so. The domination of any Party, or the manifestation of any hegemony whatsoever, does not benefit the international communist and workers' movement; on the contrary, it can only do it harm. All Communist Parties are independent and equal. All bear responsibility for the destiny of the communist movement, for its victories and setbacks, all must build their relations on the basis of proletarian internationalism and mutual assistance.

We also proceed from the basis that proletarian internationalism places equal demands on all Parties, big and small, but makes no exceptions for any one. All fraternal Parties must show equal concern that their activities be based on Marxist-Leninist principles, in accordance with the interests of strengthening the unity of the socialist countries and of the entire world communist and workers' movement.

The formation and development of the world socialist system give special significance to the question of correct relations between Marxist-Leninist parties. Communist and Workers' Parties in the countries of socialism are ruling parties. They bear responsibility for the destiny of the states, for the destiny of their peoples. Under these conditions the violation of Marxist-Leninist principles in the relations between Parties can affect not only Party interests but the interests of the wide masses of the people.

Guided by the supreme interests of our cause, the C.P.S.U. has eliminated the consequences of the Stalin personality cult, and done everything to restore in full the Leninist principles of equality in the relations between the fraternal Parties and respect for the sovereignty of socialist countries. This has played a large and positive role in strengthening the unity of the entire socialist community. A favourable situation has been created for the strengthening of our friendship on the basis of equality, respect for the sovereignty of each state, mutual assistance and comradely co-operation, voluntary fulfillment of international duty by each country. At the same time, we should like to emphasize that socialist equality not only means having equal rights to take part in working out collectively the common policy but also entails...
equal responsibilities for the fraternal Parties of socialist countries for the destinies of the entire community.

The Statement of the Moscow Meeting of the Fraternal Parties stressed the need for the closest alliance between countries breaking away from capitalism, for the pooling of their efforts in the building of socialism and communism. National interests and the interests of the socialist system as a whole combine harmoniously. Life has proved convincingly that every country can best solve its national tasks only through the closest cooperation with the other socialist countries on the basis of genuine equality and mutual aid.

Our unity, our well-concerted actions, do not arise spontaneously. They are dictated by objective necessity, they are the result of conscious activities, of the purposeful internationalist policy of the Marxist-Leninist parties and their tireless concern for the unifying of our ranks.

We do not close our eyes to the fact that different interpretations of certain questions of internal construction and the international communist movement, different interpretations of the forms and methods of our co-operation may occur in the relations between socialist countries. This is possible, for the countries making up the world socialist system are at different stages in the construction of a new society, and their experience in developing relations with the outside world is not the same in all respects. One should not exclude the possibility, either, that differences may result from different approaches to the solution of some questions of Marxism-Leninism in individual fraternal Parties. To exaggerate the role of national, specific features may lead to a departure from Marxism-Leninism. To ignore national features may lead to a breaking away from life and from the masses, and do harm to the cause of socialism.

All this necessitates constant efforts to find ways and means to enable us to settle the differences arising, from positions of principle and with the least damage to our common cause.

We Communists can argue between ourselves. But in all circumstances our sacred duty remains the education of the peoples of our countries in the spirit of deep solidarity with all the peoples of the socialist community. Communists must inculcate in the peoples not only love for their own country, but also love for the whole of the socialist community, for all peoples; they must foster in each man and woman living in any socialist country an understanding of their fraternal duty towards the working people of the world. Failure to do this means failure to follow the first rule of Communists, which requires the unifying of the Marxist-Leninist parties and the peoples building socialism, the cherishing of our unity above all else.

Ideological and tactical differences must in no circumstances be used to incite nationalist feelings and prejudices, mistrust and dissent between the socialist peoples. We declare with full responsibility that the Communist Party of the Soviet Union has never taken and will never take a single step that could sow hostility among the peoples of our country towards the fraternal Chinese people or other peoples. On the contrary, in all circumstances our Party has steadily and consistently propagated the ideas of internationalism and warm friendship with the peoples of the socialist countries, and with all peoples of the world. We consider it important to stress this, and we hope that the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China shares this view.

In the international communist, working-class and liberation movements it is necessary to unite all efforts, mobilizing the peoples for struggle against imperialism. The militant call “Workers of all countries, unite!” formulated by Marx and Engels means that at the basis of this unity lies anti-imperialist class solidarity, and not any principle of nationality, colour or geographical location. The unifying of the masses in the struggle against imperialism solely on the basis of their belonging to a particular continent — whether Africa, Asia, Latin America or Europe — can be detrimental to the fighting peoples. This would be not uniting but in fact splitting the forces of the united anti-imperialist front.

The strength of the world communist movement lies in its faithfulness to Marxism-Leninism and to proletarian internationalism. The Communist Party of the Soviet Union has fought and will continue to fight any departure from Marxism-Leninism and any opportunism. We firmly adhere to the principles of the Statement of 1960 indicating the necessity for a struggle on two fronts — against Right and “Left” opportunism. The Statement rightly says that the main danger in the world communist movement is revisionism, and at the same time points out the necessity for a resolute struggle against sectarianism and dogmatism, which can become the main danger at any stage in the development of separate Parties if not consistently combated.

Motivated by the desire to consolidate the unity of the world communist movement on the basis of the principles of Marxism-Leninism, our Party will continue to fight resolutely against both Right-wing and Left-wing opportunism, which are today every bit as dangerous as revisionism. But while being implacable as regards fundamental questions of principle in the theory and tactics of the communist movement, while struggling against revisionism and sectarianism, we shall spare no effort to elucidate, by painstaking comradely discussion, questions on which there are different interpretations, so as to clear away all extraneous obstacles interfering with our unity. In so doing, we proceed from the premise that when criticizing any mistake relating to questions of the principles of Marxism-Leninism, the fraternal Parties, and also international conferences of the communist movement, should set themselves the objective of pointing out the danger of such mistakes and of helping to remedy them, and not of harping on these mistakes for all time. We are striving to facilitate the complete unifying of revolutionary forces, and not their disintegration or the amputation of one or another section in our movement. Naturally, Communists cannot allow concessions on points of principle in Marxist-Leninist theory.

As an internationalist Party, the C.P.S.U. carefully studies the experience accumulated in the struggles of the Marxist-Leninist parties in all countries. We greatly
prize the struggle being waged by the working class and its revolutionary vanguard of Communist Parties in France, Italy, the U.S.A., Britain, the other capitalist countries, as well as the heroic struggle which the Communist Parties of Asian, African and Latin American countries are carrying on for national and social emancipation from the domination of the imperialist monopolies, colonialism and neo-colonialism.

The Communist Parties have developed into influential national forces, into advanced detachments of fighters for the happiness of their peoples. No wonder the reactionaries are striking blow after blow at the Communists in their efforts to break their will. In their fight against the communist movement the reactionaries bring out the shop-soiled lie about the “hand of Moscow,” claiming that the Communist Parties are not a national force but a vehicle for the policy of another country, the tool of another country. The imperialists are doing this with evil intent, in order to counter the mounting influence of the Communist Parties, in order to make the masses suspect them, in order to justify police persecution of the Communists.

However, all honest-minded men and women know that the Communist Parties are the true upholders and champions of national interests, that they are staunch patriots who combine love for their country and proletarian internationalism in their struggle for the happiness of the people. The C.P.S.U. considers it its obligation to give every support to its brothers in the heroic struggle they are waging in the capitalist countries, to strengthen international solidarity with them.

These, in general outline, are some of our ideas on important contemporary questions of principle, on the strategy and tactics of the international communist movement, which we thought it necessary to touch upon in this letter.

BEING firmly convinced that the present policy of the international communist movement, which found its expression in the Declaration and Statement of the fraternal Parties, is the only correct one, we believe that at the forthcoming meeting between the representatives of the C.P.S.U. and C.P.C. it would be expedient to discuss the following most urgent problems:

a) Questions concerning the struggle for the further strengthening of the might of the world socialist system and its transformation into the decisive factor in the development of human society, which is the main distinguishing feature of our era. We could jointly discuss how faster and better to secure a victory for the socialist countries in peaceful economic competition with capitalism;

b) Questions concerning the struggle for peace and peaceful coexistence. The need to pool the efforts of all peace-loving forces for the struggle to prevent a world thermonuclear war. The creation and the strengthening of the broadest united front of peace supporters. The exposure of the reactionary essence of imperialism, the heightening of vigilance and the mobilization of the broad masses to fight against the preparations being made by the imperialists for a new world war, frustrate their aggressive schemes and isolate the forces of reaction and war. Assertion in international relations of the Leninist principle of peaceful coexistence between states with different social systems. The struggle for general and complete disarmament and for the elimination of the traces of the Second World War;

c) Questions concerning the struggle against imperialism headed by the U.S. The use, in the interests of our cause, of the weakening positions of capitalism and the growing instability of the entire capitalist system of world economy, the aggravation of contradictions of capitalism, and above all contradictions between labour and capital, and the severe crisis in bourgeois ideology and politics. Support of the revolutionary and class struggle of the working people in capitalist countries against the monopolies, for their social liberation, for the abolition of the exploitation of man by man, for the extension of the democratic rights and freedoms of the peoples;

d) Questions concerning the national-liberation movement. The support and utmost development of the national-liberation movement of the peoples. The struggle for the complete and final ending of colonialism and neocolonialism in all its forms. The rendering of support to peoples fighting against colonialism, and also to countries which have achieved their national liberation. The development of economic and cultural co-operation with these countries;

e) Questions concerning the consolidation of the unity and cohesion of the socialist community and of the ranks of the communist movement. The need for consolidating in every way the international communist movement, the most influential political force of our times, particularly in conditions where the imperialist reactionaries have joined forces in the fight against communism. The prevention of any actions which could undermine this unity, the firm adherence by each fraternal Party to the assessments and conclusions worked out jointly. The continuation of the struggle against revisionism and dogmatism, as an indispensable condition for the defence of Marxism-Leninism in its pure form, and of its creative development, and for the further successes of the communist movement. The development of relations among the fraternal Parties on the basis of the principles of proletarian internationalism and mutual aid and support. The working out of joint measures to intensify the ideological and political struggle against imperialism and reaction.

DURING the talks it will be possible to discuss all the questions mentioned in your letter, questions of common interest stemming from the tasks in the struggle to implement the decisions of the Moscow Meetings. An important role could be played by the discussion of the questions connected with the consolidation of unity between the U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic of China.

In your letter you raise the Albanian and Yugoslav questions. We have already written to you that these questions, though of a basic nature, cannot and should not eclipse the main problems of our times which call for discussion at our meeting.

Our Party, having condemned the splitting activities of the Albanian leaders, has at the same time taken a
number of steps towards normalizing the relations between the Albanian Party of Labour and the C.P.S.U. and other fraternal Parties. In spite of the fact that the leaders of the Albanian Party of Labour have recently been coming out with slanderous attacks on our Party and the Soviet people, we, being guided by supreme interests, do not relinquish the hope that the relations between the C.P.S.U. and the Albanian Party of Labour may be improved. At the end of February this year the C.P.S.U. Central Committee once again took the initiative and suggested to the Central Committee of the Albanian Party of Labour that a bilateral meeting be held between representatives of our two Parties. However, this comradely step on our part did not meet with due response on the part of the Albanian leadership. The leaders of the Albanian Party of Labour did not even deem it necessary to acknowledge our letter containing the C.P.S.U. Central Committee's proposal about the bilateral meetings. Having obviously later come to their senses, the Albanian leaders sent us a letter in which, after some reservations and stipulations, they speak of such a meeting. If real desire is in fact shown, we are ready to have a meeting.

As far as Yugoslavia is concerned, we maintain, proceeding from an analysis and assessment of the objective economic and political conditions in that country, that it is a socialist country, and in our relations with it we strive to establish closer relations between the Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia and the socialist commonwealth, in accordance with the policy pursued by the fraternal Parties for the cementing together of all the anti-imperialist forces of the world. We also take into consideration the definite positive tendencies shown of late in Yugoslavia's economic and socio-political life. Meanwhile the C.P.S.U. is aware of the serious differences that exist with the League of Communists of Yugoslavia on several ideological questions and considers it necessary to tell the Yugoslav comrades so frankly, criticizing those views of theirs which it finds wrong.

In its letter of March 9, 1963, the Central Committee of the Communist Party of China agrees with us in saying that today the world communist movement faces a crucial time. It depends on us, on our Parties, on the correctness of our policy, whether we continue to advance together in one rank or allow ourselves to be involved in a struggle harmful to the working class, to our peoples and to all working people, a struggle that can only result in mutual estrangement, weaken the forces of socialism, and undermine the unity of the world communist movement.

Naturally, being large, strong Parties, the Communist Party of the Soviet Union and the Communist Party of China would emerge from this situation with smaller losses; but as far as the other fraternal Parties, especially those working in complex conditions, are concerned, they would be faced with great and moreover unnecessary complications, which, of course, is not our aim.

Everything depends on how we act in this serious and complex situation. Are we to continue engaging in polemics, to fall prey to our passions, and to turn arguments into recriminations and unproved accusations and sallies against the fraternal Parties? Or are we, aware of the great responsibility that we bear for the destinies of our great cause, to direct developments along a different channel, and show enough courage to rise above all that divides us today, cease uncomradely polemics, and concentrate on a search for ways of consolidating militant Soviet-Chinese co-operation, of consolidating the friendship of all the fraternal Parties?

We realize that any movement, including the communist movement, is unthinkable without controversy. However, no differences, no displeasure at the behaviour of a particular Party, can justify methods of struggle detrimental to the interests of the international communist movement. The deeper and broader our understanding of the aims and tasks of the international working class, the greater the vigour with which we should strive to analyse our differences, however serious they may seem today, quietly and relevantly, and prevent them from interfering with our positive work, from disorganizing the revolutionary activities of the international working class.

Let us struggle together for consistent adherence to the Marxist-Leninist course in the international communist movement, against revisionism and dogmatism, for closer unity in the ranks of the international communist movement, for respect for collectively worked out policies, and against any violations or arbitrary interpretations of these.

Our Party does not succumb to the heat of the polemical struggle but, aware of our common responsibility to the world communist movement, wishes to stop the dangerous process of sliding into a new series of discussions. It is obvious to everyone that we could have found much to say in defence of the Leninist policy of the C.P.S.U., in defence of the common line of the international communist movement, in reply to groundless attacks made in articles recently carried by the Chinese press. And if we are not doing it now it is only because we do not want to gladden the foes of the communist movement. We hope that the harm caused by the sharpening polemics will be realized, and the interests of the unity of the socialist system and the international communist movement will be placed above all else. Therefore we suggest a meeting to you, not in order to aggravate the dispute but in order to reach a mutual understanding on major problems that have arisen in the international communist movement.

We know that such a meeting is being looked forward to by our friends in all the countries of the world, and that they pin great hopes on it. It depends on us, on our will and reason, whether results gladdening to our friends and upsetting to the enemies of communism will be achieved at the meeting. This will be our common contribution to the cause of the struggle for the liberation of all oppressed people, for the victory of peace and socialism on earth, for the triumph of the great revolutionary doctrine of Marxism-Leninism.

With communist greetings.

The Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
Whom Does the Tito Group Serve?

by OBSERVER

Following is a translation of Observer's commentary in "Renmin Ribao" (June 15). Subheads are ours.—Ed.

The Yugoslav modern revisionist group has recently unleashed another furious attack on the Communist Party of China.

At the Fifth Plenum of the Central Committee of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia held on May 18, Tito took the lead in raising a clamour against China. Since then, the chiefs of this renegade group, both big and small, have come out one after another to direct a barrage of the vilest slanders against the Communist Party of China and the Chinese people.

Employing the clumsy trick of calling black white and descending to wild and hysterical abuse, the Tito group attacked the Communist Party of China, using such epithets as "warlike," "cold war forces," "dogmatic," "Trotskyist" and "nationalist," and accused it of engaging in "factional activities" and "interfering in the internal affairs of other Parties and countries," and committing at home errors of "Himalayan proportions" and so on and so forth.

They also resorted to shameless slander in attacking the Labour Party of Albania and other Communist and Workers' Parties which have steadfastly upheld Marxism-Leninism.

The Tito group's attacks and slanders are no novelty; they are pickings from the junk peddled by the imperialists and other revisionists. They can do no harm to the Communist Party of China. On the contrary, they only show that the C.P.C. is a great, glorious and correct Party, a Party which firmly upholds the revolutionary line and policy of Marxism-Leninism. If these renegades to Marxism-Leninism, instead of attacking and cursing us, should sing our praises and commend us for being correct, then what would be the difference between us and this clique of renegades? Could anything be more dishonouring to us than this?

To Squeeze Into the World Communist Movement

What warrants attention is that in its latest attacks on China, the Tito group unblushingly calls itself a member of the international communist movement. Openly claiming that it would take a most active part "in clearing up the disagreements among the Communist Parties," it declared in no uncertain terms that it was on "the side of those Communist and working-class Parties that are struggling to get rid of dogmatism and Stalinist methods. . . ."

In other words, the Titoites, renegades to Marxism-Leninism, a detachment of U.S. imperialism and the vicious enemy of the international proletariat and the revolutionary peoples, are now openly trying to penetrate the ranks of the international communist movement to sabotage it in every way possible.

Such activities of the Tito group are no accident.

The Chinese Communist Party, together with other fraternal Parties which uphold Marxism-Leninism, and together with all those who stand firm for revolution, has been waging a resolute struggle against modern revisionism—the adverse current which runs counter to Marxism-Leninism and to the 1957 Moscow Declaration and the 1960 Moscow Statement and undermines the solidarity of the international communist movement. This struggle of great historic significance has further exposed the vicious role of modern revisionism in serving imperialism, defended Marxism-Leninism and upheld the revolutionary principles of the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement and raised the revolutionary morale of the peoples.

Aware that the development of this struggle is highly favourable to the revolutionary struggles of the peoples throughout the world and unfavourable to their own sordid undertakings, the imperialists, the reactionaries of all countries and the modern revisionists are panic-stricken. They have ganged up together in an attempt to check the irresistible onward sweep of Marxism-Leninism. It is precisely under these circumstances that the Tito group is trying to worm its way into the ranks of the international communist movement and act as the vanguard in the campaign to get rid of so-called "dogmatism and Stalinist methods."

Doing What Imperialism Can't Do

The Tito group is acting in this way in the first place to meet the needs of U.S. imperialism.

The U.S. Secretary of State, Dean Rusk, it may be recalled, visited Yugoslavia early last month. The newspaper of the Tito group, Borba, wrote on May 6 that the outcome of the talks between Rusk and the Tito group "will become concrete policies to serve the more enduring and true interests of the United States and Yugoslavia." It was not long after Rusk's talks with the Tito group that the latter unleashed its furious attack on China.

What does U.S. imperialism want the Tito group to do to serve its "true interests"?

An article in the April 1963 issue of the U.S. quarterly, Foreign Affairs, says that the "opportunity" of the
United States lies in "the communist schism." It points out that the Tito group's gestures of friendship for certain socialist countries are far less important than the disruptive character of its return to the communist community.

In its editorial on April 23 the Washington Post wrote, "in an important sense, Yugoslavia is of more value to the West when it is closer to the Soviets."

Tito's anti-China speech delivered on May 18 was promptly applauded by U.S. imperialism. The Washington Evening Star carried on May 19 and 20 an article which said: "Yugoslavia, by any standard of measurement, emerges as a net asset to the West." It added that "all this [what the Tito group stands for], of course, is quite incompatible with the whole basis for the Chinese doctrine and policy," and that the United States expected that "in the historical development of communism throughout the world, Yugoslavia [meaning the Tito group's revisionism] may well exert the greater influence."

From the comments of these mouthpieces of U.S. imperialism, one can clearly see that the Tito group is acting as a special detachment serving the policy of imperialism to undermine the international communist movement.

Saying What Other Renegades Dare Not Say

One also sees that in doing so, the Tito group is not meeting the needs of imperialism alone.

Lately certain people in the ranks of the international communist movement have openly discarded the agreed conclusion on Yugoslav revisionism put down in the 1960 Moscow Statement. They display great zeal in prettifying the Tito group and in reversing the verdict passed on it, with a view to insinuating it into the ranks of the international communist movement. This has provided an opening for the Tito group and encouraged it to become more and more truculent.

In his speech at the Fifth Plenum of the Central Committee of the League of Communists of Yugoslavia, Tito not only frantically assailed the 1960 Statement, but even tried to write off altogether its condemnation of Yugoslav revisionism. He declared: "I also had in mind the recent past, the decisions made by the 81 Parties at the Moscow consultations in 1960, in connection with Yugoslavia which did not correspond to the fact and therefore, naturally, could not have been principled either. That is now a thing of the past, and we communists must look to the present and the future. Because of this past, one should not go on harbouring distrust, let us say, towards the Soviet Union and other socialist countries and Parties. What the relationship towards us now, and what attitude these Parties have towards the most important international problems, is what should be kept in view."

At the same time, the Tito group has made it clear that their "obligation" is to launch vile attacks on the Communist Party of China and undermine the international communist movement. "Our recent visit to the Soviet Union," Tito said, "is closely linked up with our obligation to take an active part in clearing up differences and deformations properly in the socialist and working-class movement."

It is not difficult to see that the Tito group is so anxious to worm its way into the ranks of the international communist movement because it wants to perpetrate what is beyond the power of the imperialists to perpetrate and to say what the other renegades to Marxism-Leninism and to the 1960 Statement dare not say plainly. In concentrating their attacks on the Communist Party of China, which they describe as "the rallying point for dogmatic forces," the Titoites are in fact putting up an anti-Marxist-Leninist banner to divide the international communist movement.

After all a renegade is a renegade. Tito's speech has thrown additional light on his true renegade features.

Explicit Conclusions

The 1960 Statement long ago drew the following explicit conclusions:

The Yugoslav revisionists "betray Marxism-Leninism";

The Yugoslav revisionists "carry on subversive work against the socialist camp and the world communist movement";

The Yugoslav revisionists "engage in activities which prejudice the unity of all the peace-loving forces and countries."

Now the question to be faced squarely is:

On the one side is the Tito group which persists in its revisionist programme and which is making intensified efforts to undermine the socialist camp and the international communist movement; and on the other side are the Marxist-Leninist parties which uphold the principled positions of the 1960 Statement, stand firm against Yugoslav revisionism and safeguard the unity of the socialist camp and of the international communist movement.

Which Side to Take?

Which side then should one take?

Should one stand on the side of the Tito group, wallow in the mire with these renegades to Marxism-Leninism and scrap the correct conclusions of the 1960 Statement?

Or should one stand on the side of the Marxist-Leninist parties, uphold the principled positions of the 1960 Statement and wage a resolute struggle against the renegade Tito group?

Marxism-Leninism and modern revisionism are irreconcilable. In order to defend the purity of Marxism-Leninism, to safeguard the unity of the socialist camp and of the international communist movement and to promote further the cause of socialism and the revolutionary struggle of the peoples, Communists of all countries have the sacred duty of completely exposing the attempt of the Tito group to worm its way into the international communist movement, of resolutely opposing the attempt to insinuate the renegade Tito group into the ranks of this movement, and of smashing the schemes of imperialism, the reactionaries of all countries and modern revisionism.

As in the past, the Chinese Communists will always stand together with the Marxist-Leninists of all countries to hold high the invincible banner of Marxism-Leninism, firmly uphold the revolutionary principles of the 1957 Declaration and the 1960 Statement and wage a resolute struggle against modern revisionism.
U.S. Aggression and Intervention in Laos Must Be Checked

Following is an abridged translation of the "Renmin Ribao" editorial of June 16. Subheads are ours.—Ed.

PEACE in Laos has been wrecked and the country is faced with the grave threat of a renewal of an all-out civil war. It is possible that the Laotian National Union Government will be throttled and the Geneva agreements on the Laotian question completely scrapped by U.S. imperialism. This grave situation calls for the close attention of all peace-loving countries and people throughout the world.

U.S. imperialist aggression and intervention in Laos are being carried out in the name of the Laotian National Union Government. It is quite obvious that this is an utterly sinister and vicious tactic of sowing dissension. Everybody knows that the Laotian National Union Government is composed of the three political forces in Laos. The Plain of Jars agreement reached among the three Laotian Princes specifically provided for the principle of tripartite unanimity in handling important questions of state. This principle is the basis of the existence and operation of the Laotian National Union Government as well as the basis of the Geneva agreements. In disregard of the repeated protests of the Neo Lao Haksat, a party to the Laotian National Union Government, U.S. imperialism, in the name of that government, has supplied arms and war materials to the reactionary elements in Kong Le's forces and the Savannakhet group's troops which have invaded the Plain of Jars. This is utterly illegal and contrary to the agreement reached among the three Princes and the Geneva agreements. The present state of paralysis in which the Laotian National Union Government finds itself and the division of Laos are the very outcome of the gross violation by U.S. imperialism of the principle of tripartite unanimity.

U.S. Plot to Reduce the Neutralists' Role

Furthermore, this scheme of the United States is particularly pernicious because it is designed to nullify step by step the role of the Laotian neutralists headed by Prince Phouma in the political life of the country, to isolate and thwart the Neo Lao Haksat and to wreck the peace, neutrality, independence and sovereignty of Laos. The peace, neutrality and territorial integrity and sovereignty of Laos are the result of protracted struggles of the Laotian people. The role played by the Laotian neutralists headed by Prince Phouma in the Laotian political life is due to their pursuance of the policy of peace, neutrality and national amity which reflects the aspirations of the Laotian people. By trying in a thousand and one ways to induce and coerce Prince Phouma to renounce this political line which corresponds to Laotian national interests and the people's aspirations, U.S. imperialism is attempting to reduce the neutralists led by Prince Phouma to a small faction subordinated to the Savannakhet group, alienate them from the broad masses of the people in Laos and deprive them of the role which they should play in Laotian political life.

Numerous historical facts have proved that no politician who depends upon U.S. arms to slaughter his own people can maintain any independent political line. Nor has there ever been any country under the control of U.S. imperialism which can preserve its status of peace and neutrality and its genuine independence and sovereignty. Laotian history abounds in instances in which U.S. imperialism and its lackeys subverted the Laotian Government and usurped the fruits of the Laotian people's struggle. Aren't they good lessons for Laotian politicians?

The Laotian people are entirely able to settle their internal questions by themselves. The most urgent internal question of Laos at present is to defend the National Union Government and restore and strengthen national unity. It is our belief that so long as Premier Phouma strictly follows the principle of tripartite unanimity, it will be possible to get rid of foreign intervention, settle step by step the internal disputes through tripartite con-
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Pulling His Chestnuts Out of the Fire

Cartoon by Mi Ku
consultation, maintain unity and co-operation and work for
the common interests of the state and the nation.

New Delhi – Cat's-Paw of U.S. Imperialism

In the face of the present serious Laotian situation,
one cannot but express indignation at the actions of the
Indian and Canadian representatives on the International
Commission in Laos. Instead of exposing the illegal activ-
ities of U.S. imperialism and its lackeys in Laos, they
have, disregarding the opposition of the Polish represent-
atives and in the name of the International Commission,
repeatedly submitted reports to the co-chairmen of the
Geneva Conference, which are deliberate distortions of
the present situation in Laos and they have even ground-
lessly slandered and vilified the Democratic Republic of
Viet Nam and the People's Republic of China. Behind
the back of the Polish representative, they one-sidedly sent
out a permanent group to the Plain of Jars to aid and abet
the U.S. plot of using the International Commission to
expand its intervention and aggression in Laos. By serv-
ing thus as cat's-paw, the Indian and Canadian representa-
tives have exposed themselves as willing tools of U.S.
imperialism in its aggression and intervention in Laos.

U.S. government officials and propaganda agencies
have recently time and again praised the Indian represen-
tative on the International Commission in Laos, thereby
bringing fully to light their secret collaboration. The
Polish Press Agency was authorized on May 28 to make
a statement on the Laotian question, which pointed out
that the present tension in Laos was the result of the
series of activities violating the Geneva agreements taken
by the Laotian Rightists and their Western masters. The
statement also denounced the illegal activities of the
Indian and Canadian representatives on the International
Commission in Laos and solemnly affirmed the Polish
stand of resolutely defending the Geneva agreements.
We support Poland's correct attitude.

The Co-Chairmen's Duties

At a time when the Geneva agreements are being
brutally infringed, people have every reason to pin hopes
on the co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference. To de-
defend the Geneva agreements and relax Laotian tension,
the co-chairmen should have discharged their duties. The
United States ought to be denounced for its violations of
the Geneva agreements by shipping arms to the reaction-
ary Laotian troops and instigating the Savannakhet clique
to invade the Plain of Jars area and to provoke military
conflicts. The flagrantly partial and irresponsible at-
titude of the Indian and Canadian representatives on the
International Commission in Laos ought to be corrected.
We hope that the co-chairmen will distinguish the right
from the wrong and take effective measures to curb U.S.
imperialist aggression and intervention in Laos.

It is a matter of course that U.S. imperialist aggres-
sion and intervention have been firmly opposed by the
Laotian people and by all countries abiding by the Geneva
agreements and cherishing peace. However, U.S. impe-
rialism has gone so far as to appeal to somebody "to
use his restraining influence" to soften up the Laotian
people, "bring pressure" to bear on China, the Democratic
Republic of Viet Nam and Poland and curb the sympathy
and support of the various peoples for the Laotian people's
patriotic and just struggle. These hopes of U.S. imperial-
ism are doomed to failure. Everybody knows that the
Laotian question mainly consists in how to check U.S. im-
perialist aggression and intervention in Laos. Any scheme
to confuse this point and to bemoan the will of the Laotian
people and the people of other countries to fight against
U.S. imperialism will be of no avail.

The determination of the Laotian people to uphold
their country's independence, sovereignty, peace and
neutrality is unshakable. The Laotian people have a long
tradition of resisting foreign aggressors and have fought
heroically against U.S. imperialism. Today the patriotic
Laotian forces have grown up and are holding the destiny
of Laos firmly in their own hands. No foreign interven-
tion can prevent Laos from following the historic path of
independence, peace and neutrality, nor can it subject the
Laotian nation once again to oppression and enslavement.
U.S. imperialism will never be able to realize its wild
ambition of turning Laos into its colony and military base.

China is a signatory to the Geneva agreements and a
close neighbour of Laos. Our position of upholding the
Geneva agreements and supporting the Laotian people's
patriotic just struggle will never change. China will never
interfere in the domestic affairs of Laos, nor will it look
on idly while others violate the Geneva agreements, in-
terfere in Laotian internal affairs and threaten China's
security. We would like to advise U.S. imperialism not
to underestimate the Laotian people's will and strength in
safeguarding their national independence, peace and neu-
trality and not to underestimate the determination of the
signatories of the Geneva agreements to uphold this solemn
international document. U.S. imperialism and its lackeys
will have to pay dearly if they ignore this advice.

THE REVOLUTION
OF 1911

by Wu Yu-chang

The Revolution of 1911 failed in its deeper
purpose — to establish a bourgeois republic —
but it did overthrow the age-old feudal
monarchy in China. Wu Yu-chang, author of
this book, is a Member of the Central Com-
mittee of the Chinese Communist Party. He
tells about that revolution from the inside as a
participant and analyses it with deep insight
and a wealth of facts. Especially enlightening
are his answers to such questions as: What
were its causes? What were its achievements
and how and why did it fail? What part did
the people play in it? This book will help the
reader to a deeper understanding of the great
bourgeois-democratic revolution in China's
history.
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FIGHTING IN LAOS

The Worsening Situation

U.S. intervention and aggression in Laos has become still more brazen. On Washington's orders, Savannakhet troops and the reactionaries in Kong Le's forces have jointly launched massive attacks in the Xiang Khouang-Plain of Jars area. They seek to destroy the forces of the Neo Lao Haksat and the progressive neutralists. So far, they have occupied Pa Dong, Haksat and the progressive neutralists Thavieng.

The U.S. State Department has openly admitted that it is supplying arms and ammunition to the Savannakhet troops and Kong Le's forces in the Plain of Jars. Actually, in addition to this violation of the Geneva agreements, Washington has airlifted more than 6,000 Savannakhet troops (12 battalions) to the Xiang Khouang-Plain of Jars area. Furthermore, U.S. aircraft have made numerous reconnaissance flights over the liberated areas. Air America (a paramilitary outfit) has airdropped arms and supplies to Savannakhet bandits scattered throughout Laos.

In co-ordination with these military attacks, Indian and Canadian representatives on the International Control Commission recently submitted to the co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference three more reports distorting the true situation in Laos. Ignoring the opposition of the Polish representative, they have tried to slander the Neo Lao Haksat and absolve Washington of its crimes. They even spread rumours of Chinese troops in northern Laos, using this lie as a pretext to demand inspection there.

Against the background of these interventionist moves, Washington is staging the biggest ever SEATO military exercise in Thailand. Over 25,000 men, including 10,000 U.S. troops, are manoeuvring in northeast Thailand and making it clear that Laos is their target. No doubt, this is both a show of force aimed at intimidating the Laotian patriotic forces and a dress rehearsal for U.S. intervention in Laos on a still bigger scale.

The Laotian patriotic forces have remained firm in their stand for an independent, neutral and peaceful Laos. They have fought back in self-defence. At the same time, Prince Souphanouvong, Chairman of the Neo Lao Haksat, has repeatedly called for negotiations with Prince Souvanna Phouma and also representatives of the Savannakhet group. He has written to the co-chairmen of the Geneva Conference demanding that the United States stop its unilateral supply of arms to the Savannakhet forces and make them withdraw from areas controlled by the Neo Lao Haksat and the neutralists. He has also refused Prince Phouma's statement of June 6 trying to cover up Washington's crime of openly introducing arms to the Plain of Jars.

The Laotian patriotic forces intend to uphold the Geneva agreements and a government of national union. They will not bow to either U.S. pressure or force of arms.

INDIA

The Tarnished Image

What image does India project before the world? Nehru says and insists that it is a “non-aligned state living on friendly terms with all countries.” The peoples of Asia, however, are not convinced. New Delhi's words and deeds, they feel, show that moving ever closer to Washington the Indian rulers have turned their backs on the Asian-African community.

Reactions to the recent visit of President Radhakrishnan to the United States are illuminating. As India's head of state, he has practically committed his country to an anti-China alliance with the U.S. The Kennedy-Radhakrishnan joint communiqué states: “The two countries share a mutual defensive concern to thwart the designs of Chinese aggression against the sub-continent” and “India could count on the warm sympathy and effective assistance of the United States in its development and defence.” Also, while in the U.S., Radhakrishnan, courting favour with his new-found masters, went out of his way to attack nations “for clinging to nationalism.” He advised the newly independent countries not to “blame others for their ills” and declared that “the conscience of America is clean” on the racial issue.

Such a sellout could not but alarm just-minded Asians. Commenting on the Kennedy-Radhakrishnan joint communique, many papers stressed that India was no longer non-aligned. The Depeche du Cambodge commented that New Delhi might look upon U.S. aid as a “godsend” but in fact it had received the handout at the price of a political about-face and shift to the Right; this, it said, had caused India loss of prestige in the international arena. Another Cambodian paper La Verite reported that Prince Shihanouk felt that India is no longer non-aligned. Bintang Timur of Indonesia declared that “for years India had pretended it was a neutral country without bias and favour. Now its true face is exposed.” And the Pakistan Dawn stated that India, because of its open alignment with the United States, “has become so friendless and suspect in the eyes of the peoples of the region that not all the Western arms, not all the Kennedy men, can build up Nehru as the leader of Asia. Even the Japanese Kyodo News Agency reported that “the way India fawns on the U.S. and Britain, particularly the U.S., is shocking.”

Nehru himself recognizes India's increasing isolation from Asian-African countries. That was the reason for calling the recent New Delhi conference of heads of Indian diplomatic missions in Southeast Asia where the question of India's “real image” was brought up. Deeds speak louder than eloquence. It is extremely difficult for Nehru to recover India's lost reputation in the face of New Delhi's abject surrender to U.S. imperialism.

CLAWS AND TENTACLES

Wall Street at Work

The Congo: It's now almost three years since the Congo became independent. That independence was short-lived because U.S. imperialism, using the signboard of the United Nations, stepped in to help “restore the country's stability and order.” As it turned out, the new frontiersmen in Washington proved to be even more cunning and cynical than the old-time colonialists in Brussels.
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London and Paris. Congolese national hero Patrice Lumumba was fouldly murdered; his successor Gizenga was jailed. The rising national-independence movement was nipped in the bud. And, in a most unconscionable fashion, Belgium and the other old colonialists are being kicked out.

Apropos this ousting of its rivals by Wall Street, a recent article in the French paper La Tribune des Nations reported that the U.S. has now replaced Belgium as the Congo’s “principal supplier.” In 1962, the “amount of U.S. sales increased to 68 million dollars, or three times that of 1961.” Noting that the rush of U.S. exports to the Congo (from motor cars to works of art, from foodstuffs to textiles) had damaged Belgium’s traditional position, the article remarked that Washington had relied on its “political control” in the Congo to “develop a commercial offensive.” “By means of loans with conditions attached, it [Washington] was able to use for its own enterprises the sum of 76 million dollars which the [U.S.] Agency for International Development had earmarked for spending on the Congo economy.”

Malaysia Federation: While the fate of this colonialist scheme is still uncertain, Washington is already showing an uneasy interest in the projected federation. Big business is busy infiltrating into the area, particularly Malaya and Singapore.

Early this month, the U.S. Mobil Oil Company signed an agreement with the Singapore authorities to construct an oil refinery in Jurong. It will also build two oil depots along the west coast of Malaya. The U.S.-controlled World Bank too has been very active. It has granted Singapore a loan of 45 million straits dollars to construct power stations and is considering another 50-million-dollar grant for the expansion of the island’s running water facilities. A World Bank economic mission has been touring Malaya, Singapore and North Kalimantan and the bank is considering a loan to Malaya. The Chase National Bank earlier gave the Malayen Government a short-term loan of 15 million dollars when Vice-Premier Razak visited Washington last May.

The U.S. press now openly talks about the “new opportunities opened to American investors and exporters” by the projected Malaysia Federation.

What has happened in the Congo should serve as a warning to the people in the area and the old colonialists too.

**BRITISH GUIANA**

Imperialism and Riots

Sinhit forces are manoeuvring in this South American country next door to Brazil and Venezuela. To prevent the people from achieving full independence and carrying out social reforms, the U.S. and British imperialists have incited local reaction to provoke serious social disturbances and thus provide a pretext for the dismissal of the popularly elected government of Dr. Cheddi Jagan (three voted in as Prime Minister in 1953, 1957 and 1961).

A strike, called by the reactionary Trade Union Congress, has dragged on since April. Street riots, patronized by the same group, have broken out again and again in Georgetown, the capital. More than 50 persons were injured in a racial clash between the country’s two main peoples, Negros and East Indians.

In the face of these anti-government activities, a big popular demonstration was organized in Georgetown on June 10. With more than 15,000 citizens taking part, it lent powerful support to the Jagan government and was a clear protest against the imperialist-instigated disorders. Earlier, Dr. Jagan had informed the legislative assembly that certain groups supported by imperialism were seeking to overthrow the government by force. He disclosed that a document labelled “Plan 13” had been seized from the opposition showing that its members were receiving military training.

---

**THE PASSING SHOW**

**Diplomat With His Kid Gloves Off**

When U.S. Ambassador Edwin Reischauer speaks to Japanese audiences, he is usually all smiles and sweetness. But early this month when he was met by angry Nagano demonstrators who shouted “No U.S. nuclear submarines in Japanese ports” and “Reischauer go home,” the ambassador forgot himself. Out came some shocking words. His country, he shouted to the crowd, was at liberty to send its nuclear submarines to Japan because they belonged to the U.S. 7th Fleet, and the U.S. 7th Fleet enjoyed free entry to Japan according to the San Francisco Peace Treaty. The ambassador surely already regrets having exposed himself and will become all smiles again. But the Japanese people will know how much these are worth.

**Premier Style Setter**

No one talks any more of “Super-Mac.” Because of the Profumo scandal? The Blue Streak and Skybolt fiascos? The Common Market blackballing by de Gaulle? The defence policy in disarray? The sagging economy? Growing unemployment? . . . Well, it is all these and more. Now the British tailoring industry accuses him of threatening their business by telling an interviewer: “I always wear the same suit. When it wears out, I tell my tailor to send another of the same kind.” Merchant Tailor, mouthpiece of the tailoring industry, deplores the fact that the “top people” are some of the worst-dressed members of our community.” Citing Macmillan’s sloppy dressing as reflecting the deteriorating habits of the British upper class, it notes that the publishing tycoon Prime Minister in his role of a good House of Common’s man has even been known to wear patched pants. It is clear that the rot is now eating away at the very seat of power.
The U.S. and British papers have carried many vicious attacks against Dr. Jagan. They make no secret of the fact that both Washington and London have a hand in the disturbances. The London Times reported on June 8 that "the British Trade Union Congress and the American trade unions are siding with the British Guiana Trade Union Congress," urging it to take a tough stand against the Jagan government. The Daily Telegraph remarked threateningly that "if grave disorders should break out, the Governor might have no alternative but to suspend the constitution and revert to direct rule, as in 1953."

This, of course, is not the first time that the Jagan government has been under direct attack from imperialism. Pressed by popular demand, the British colonial authorities were compelled to proclaim in 1961 a new constitution providing for Guiana's internal self-government and promising independence within the Commonwealth by 1963. Ever since they have been working to bring about conditions that will enable them to renege on their promise. Meanwhile, U.S. imperialism seeks to turn the country into a U.S. base and colony. Because Jagan refused to kowtow to the U.S., Washington has not only plotted with London to put off the date for British Guiana's independence, but actually financed the rioters there in February last year, equipping them with arms and radio communications equipment.

Back in 1961, during a much publicized interview with Adzhubei, editor of Izvestia, Kennedy singled out U.S. relations with the Jagan government as an example of his Administration's respect for the right of other peoples to choose their own governments by popular elections. It is now clear that in the dictionary of the U.S. imperialists, "respect" means sabotage and subversion.

---

**NEWS IN BRIEF**

Premier Chou En-lai had a cordial talk with three Bolivian guests on June 4. They are Doctor of Law Lamon Oliden Olimpo, Member of the Bolivian Chamber of Deputies, Chairman of the Chamber's Constitutional, Justice and Judicial Administration Committee and member of the Chamber's Foreign Affairs Committee; Alfredo Aquinre Bellido, Member of the Bolivian Chamber of Deputies; and Antonio Antezena Rodriguez, permanent secretary of the C.O.B. Trade Union Federation. The same afternoon, the China-Latin America Friendship Association gave a farewell reception in their honour.

On June 5, between 02:21 and 12:35 hours, a U.S. warship intruded into China's territorial waters in the area of Yunghsing Island of Tung Island of the Hsisha Islands in Kwantung Province.

An Indian aircraft intruded into the air space over the Tibet region of China on June 6 at 12:42 hours. It reconnoitred over Rudo, Shanho, Toma and Pangong Lake and vicinity and flew off north of Pangong Lake at 13:12 hours. It penetrated more than 130 kilometres into Chinese territory.

Premier Chou En-lai on June 7 received serious warnings against such provocations.

Premier Chou En-lai on June 4 cabled Pakistan President Ayub Khan expressing condolences over the cyclone disaster along the Bay of Bengal in East Pakistan. The Chinese Red Cross Society will donate 30,000 Chinese yuan for the relief of victims.

The Danish Ambassador to China, Anker Svart, and his wife gave a reception on June 5 to celebrate Denmark's Constitution Day. Vice-Premier Chen Yi and his wife attended the reception.

Lennart Petri, Swedish Ambassador to China, gave a reception on June 6 to celebrate Sweden's National Flag Day. Vice-Premier Chen Yi and other government officials attended the reception.

An Indian aircraft intruded into China's territorial air over the area of Yunghsing Island and Tung Island of the Hsisha Islands in Kwantung Province.

On June 6, between 12:29 and 12:46 hours, a U.S. military plane intruded into China's territorial air over the area of Yunghsing, Pei, Shu and Tung Islands in the Hsisha Islands in Kwantung Province.

On June 7, a five-member delegation of the Foreign Languages Press of People's China arrived in Tokyo on the invitation of the Japan-China Friendship Association to attend the tenth anniversary celebrations of the Japanese edition of the monthly People's China.

T.W. Garvey, British Charge d'Affaires to China, gave a reception on June 8 to celebrate the birthday of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II. Kuo Mo-jo, Vice-Chairman of the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, and his wife, and other government officials attended the reception.

On May 30, between 12:20 and 12:35 hours, a U.S. military plane intruded into China's territorial air over the area of Yunghsing, Pei, Shu and Tung Islands in the Hsisha Islands in Kwantung Province.

The Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman has issued the 245th, 246th and 247th serious warnings against such provocations.

On June 4, between 02:21 hours and 12:35 hours, a U.S. military plane intruded into China's territorial waters in the area of Yunghsing Island and Tung Island of the Hsisha Islands in the Kwantung Province.

On June 5, between 02:21 hours and 12:35 hours, a U.S. warship intruded into China's territorial waters in the area of Yunghsing Island and Tung Island of the Hsisha Islands in the Kwantung Province.

On June 6, between 12:29 hours and 12:46 hours, a U.S. military plane intruded into China's territorial air over the area of Yunghsing, Pei, Shu and Tung Islands in the Hsisha Islands in the Kwantung Province.

On June 11, between 12:29 hours and 12:46 hours, a U.S. military plane intruded into China's territorial air over the area of Yunghsing, Pei, Shu and Tung Islands in the Hsisha Islands in the Kwantung Province.

The Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman has issued the 245th, 246th and 247th serious warnings against such provocations.

On May 30, between 12:20 hours and 12:35 hours, a U.S. military plane intruded into China's territorial waters in the area of Yunghsing Island and Tung Island of the Hsisha Islands in the Kwantung Province.

On June 5, between 02:21 hours and 12:35 hours, a U.S. warship intruded into China's territorial waters in the area of Yunghsing Island and Tung Island of the Hsisha Islands in the Kwantung Province.

On June 6, between 12:29 hours and 12:46 hours, a U.S. military plane intruded into China's territorial air over the area of Yunghsing, Pei, Shu and Tung Islands in the Hsisha Islands in the Kwantung Province.

On June 7, a five-member delegation of the Foreign Languages Press of People's China arrived in Tokyo on the invitation of the Japan-China Friendship Association to attend the tenth anniversary celebrations of the Japanese edition of the monthly People's China.
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